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ABSTRACT
We present results from the first population synthesis study of protostellar discs. We analyse
the evolution and properties of a large sample of protostellar discs formed in a radiation hydro-
dynamical simulation of star cluster formation. Due to the chaotic nature of the star formation
process, we find an enormous diversity of young protostellar discs, including misaligned
discs, and discs whose orientations vary with time. Star–disc interactions truncate discs and
produce multiple systems. Discs may be destroyed in dynamical encounters and/or through
ram-pressure stripping, but reform by later gas accretion. We quantify the distributions of disc
mass and radii for protostellar ages up to ≈105 yr. For low-mass protostars, disc masses tend
to increase with both age and protostellar mass. Disc radii range from of order 10 to a few
hundred au, grow in size on time-scales �104 yr, and are smaller around lower mass protostars.
The radial surface density profiles of isolated protostellar discs are flatter than the minimum
mass solar nebula model, typically scaling as � ∝ r−1. Disc to protostar mass ratios rarely
exceed two, with a typical range of Md/M∗ = 0.1–1 to ages �104 yr and decreasing thereafter.
We quantify the relative orientation angles of circumstellar discs and the orbit of bound pairs
of protostars, finding a preference for alignment that strengths with decreasing separation. We
also investigate how the orientations of the outer parts of discs differ from the protostellar and
inner disc spins for isolated protostars and pairs.

Key words: accretion, accretion discs – hydrodynamics – radiative transfer – methods: numer-
ical – protoplanetary discs – stars: formation.

1 IN T RO D U C T I O N

Discs around young stars are a natural result of angular momentum
conservation and energy dissipation during protostellar collapse.
Their existence was implied by the near coplanarity of the planets
in the Solar system which led to the development of the Nebu-
lar Hypothesis for the formation of the Sun and its planets in the
18th century, contributed to by Emmanuel Swedenborg, Immanuel
Kant, and Pierre-Simon Laplace (see Koerner 1997, for a review).
Thus, discs around young stars were hypothesized long before they
were observed. Early observational evidence for discs around young
stars came in the form of excess infrared emission in spectral en-
ergy distributions. This excess over that expected from the star’s
spectrum alone implied the existence of a reservoir of dust and gas
surrounding the young star, and the form of the excess could be
well explained by disc-like structures (see the reviews of Beckwith
& Sargent 1993, 1996). Direct observations of protostellar discs
were very rare (e.g. Beckwith et al. 1984) prior to the advent of the
Hubble Space Telescope (HST). The fiducial 0.1 arcsec resolution
offered by HST led to dozens of resolved scattered light and silhou-
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ette images of discs (see O’dell, Wen & Hu 1993; McCaughrean &
O’dell 1996 and the review of McCaughrean, Stapelfeldt & Close
2000). Since then, sub-arcsecond imaging both from space and the
ground has resulted in a wealth of observations of discs around
young stars (see the review of Watson et al. 2007), including mil-
limetre observations that can measure masses and kinematics (e.g.
Beckwith et al. 1990; Dutrey, Guilloteau & Simon 1994; Saito et al.
1995; Dutrey et al. 1996, 1998; Duvert et al. 1998). Most direct
observations to date, however, are of the discs of so-called Class II
(Lada 1987; Andre, Ward-Thompson & Barsony 1993) or T-Tauri
type stars (e.g. Andrews et al. 2009, 2010). These have little en-
velope material left and tend to have masses much less than the
masses of the stars. Often called protoplanetary discs, these discs
presumably provide the initial conditions for planet formation, but
they tell us less about the earlier processes of stellar growth and disc
formation (see the reviews by Armitage 2011; Williams & Cieza
2011).

On the theoretical side, numerical simulations of star formation
have produced discs for more than 30 yr (e.g. Tscharnuter 1975;
Boss 1987). Fixed-grid calculations employed central sink cells
(Boss & Black 1982) to enable the calculation to be followed be-
yond formation of a single stellar object. Later, the invention of sink
particles (Bate, Bonnell & Price 1995) allowed non-axisymmetric
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calculations to be followed well beyond one initial cloud free-fall
time to study disc formation in multiple stellar systems (i.e. both
circumstellar and circum-multiple discs). Since then, hydrodynam-
ical star formation calculations have tended to fall into one of two
categories – those that follow the collapse of individual molecular
cloud cores to form single stars or small multiple systems and re-
solve discs reasonably well (e.g. to au scales), or those that study
the formation of many protostars in molecular clouds but do not
resolve most protostellar discs (e.g. Klessen, Burkert & Bate 1998;
Bonnell & Bate 2002; Krumholz, Klein & McKee 2012). Only the
calculations of Bate (e.g. Bate, Bonnell & Bromm 2002b, 2003;
Bate & Bonnell 2005; Bate 2009a,b, 2012) and Offner (Offner,
Klein & McKee 2008; Offner et al. 2009) have tried to bridge these
two regimes by using small sink particles (�10 au). Even then, in-
dividual protostars are only followed for �105 yr, so it is difficult
to compare the discs in these calculations with discs around Class
II objects (which tend to have ages �106 yr; Evans et al. 2009). It
should be noted, however, that observational classification of young
stars into different Classes comes about primarily from the distribu-
tion of dust around the young star (in particular the relative masses
of the envelope and disc) rather than the actual age. As shown by
Kurosawa et al. (2004) and Offner et al. (2012), in hydrodynamical
simulations even protostars with ages <105 yr can appear as Class
II or Class III objects if they are not sufficiently embedded in cloud
material (e.g. due to dynamical ejection from the cloud).

However, with the burgeoning of sensitive interferometers with
sub-arcsecond resolution working at (sub-)millimetre wavelengths
[e.g. the Plateau de Bure Interferometer (PdBI), the Combined Ar-
ray for Research in Millimeter-wave Astronomy (CARMA), the
Submillimetre Array (SMA), the Atacama Large Millimetre Array
(ALMA), and the Karl G. Jansky Very Large Array (VLA)], we
can now peer inside star-forming molecular cloud cores to examine
the very youngest protostellar discs. Some early results did not find
discs (e.g. Maury et al. 2010), but recently discs with radii >30 au
have been found around both Class 0 and I objects (e.g. Lee et al.
2009; Choi, Tatematsu & Kang 2010; Tobin et al. 2012; Murillo
& Lai 2013; Yen et al. 2013; Codella et al. 2014; Harsono et al.
2014; Ohashi et al. 2014; Aso et al. 2015; Tobin et al. 2015; Lee,
Hwang & Li 2016; Segura-Cox et al. 2016; Aso et al. 2017; Lee
et al. 2017a; Yen et al. 2017). One hierarchical triple system even
displays the sort of disc morphology that would be expected if the
wider component had recently formed via the fragmentation of a
circumbinary disc (Tobin et al. 2016). Class 0 objects are thought
to have typical lifetimes of ≈105 yr (Evans et al. 2009).

Therefore, we now stand on the brink of having large samples
of discs at the Class 0 and I stages of star formation from both ob-
servations and numerical simulations which can be compared. This
paper is the first to examine the properties of a large sample of discs
(>100) from a hydrodynamical simulation of star cluster formation.
Offner et al. (2010) studied ∼10 discs from Offner et al. (2009),
but their main interest was in whether multiple systems formed
primarily by core fragmentation or disc fragmentation rather than
in the properties of the discs per se. The radiation hydrodynamical
calculation from which we extract our sample of discs was pub-
lished by Bate (2012) who studied the statistical properties of the
protostars (i.e. mass distribution, multiplicity, and the properties
of multiple system) and found good agreement with the statistical
properties of Galactic stars. But the paper included little discussion
of the protostellar discs. The calculation employed sink particles
with accretion radii of 0.5 au and, therefore, resolves discs down to
radii of a few au. The discs display a huge diversity in morphology,
mass, radius, and in how they evolve with time, which this paper

attempts to summarize. It is hoped that this may aid the interpre-
tation of future observations of young discs, and allow the process
of comparing the statistical properties of observed and numerical
samples of discs to begin. We also note that knowing the statistical
properties of protoplanetary discs is one of the major bottlenecks in
understanding planet formation (e.g. Morbidelli & Raymond 2016)

In Section 2, we briefly summarize the method and initial condi-
tions that were used to carry out the calculation. In Section 3, we
highlight the diversity of the protostellar discs produced during the
calculation and how they evolve. In Section 4, we discuss the sta-
tistical properties of the discs, including their masses, radii, and the
orientations of discs in binary systems, and how they evolve with
time and vary with protostellar mass. In Section 5, we compare the
numerical results with observed samples of discs and discuss future
research directions. Finally, we draw our conclusions in Section 6.

2 M E T H O D

The calculation discussed in this paper was original published in
Bate (2012). In Sections 2.1 and 2.2 we give a brief summary
of the method used to perform the calculation – a more detailed
description may be found in the original paper. Section 2.3 gives a
detailed description of the method we used to extract the discs from
the hydrodynamical calculation and characterize their properties.

2.1 The radiation hydrodynamical calculation

The calculation was performed using the three-dimensional
smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) code, sphNG, based on
the original version of Benz (1990; Benz et al. 1990), but substan-
tially modified using the methods described in Bate et al. (1995),
Price & Monaghan (2007), Whitehouse, Bate & Monaghan (2005),
Whitehouse & Bate (2006) and parallelized using both OpenMP
and MPI.

Gravitational forces between particles and a particle’s nearest
neighbours are calculated using a binary tree. The smoothing lengths
of particles varied in time and space and were set such that the
smoothing length of each particle h = 1.2(m/ρ)1/3, where m and
ρ are the SPH particle’s mass and density, respectively (see Price
& Monaghan 2007, for further details). The SPH equations were
integrated using a second-order Runge–Kutta–Fehlberg integrator
(Fehlberg 1969) with individual time-steps for each particle (Bate
et al. 1995). To reduce numerical shear viscosity, the Morris &
Monaghan (1997) artificial viscosity was employed with αv varying
between 0.1 and 1 while βv = 2αv (see also Price & Monaghan
2005).

The calculation employed two temperature (gas and radia-
tion) radiative transfer in the flux-limited diffusion approximation
(Whitehouse et al. 2005; Whitehouse & Bate 2006). The gas and
dust temperatures were assumed to be the same. Taking solar metal-
licity gas, the opacity was set to be the maximum of the interstellar
grain opacity tables of Pollack, McKay & Christofferson (1985)
and, at higher temperatures when the dust has been destroyed, the
gas opacity tables of Alexander (1975) (the IVa King model) (see
Whitehouse & Bate 2006, for further details). The gas equation
of state had hydrogen and helium mass fractions of X = 0.70 and
Y = 0.28, respectively. The contribution of metals to the equation
of state is neglected.

The calculation followed the hydrodynamic collapse of each pro-
tostar through the first core phase and into the second collapse
(which begins at densities of ∼10−7 g cm−3) due to molecular hy-
drogen dissociation (Larson 1969). However, due to the decreasing
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size of the time-steps, sink particles (Bate et al. 1995) were inserted
when the density exceeded 10−5 g cm−3. This density is just two
orders of magnitude before the stellar core begins to form (density
∼10−3 g cm−3) and the associated free-fall time is only 1 week.

A sink particle is formed by replacing the SPH gas particles
contained within racc = 0.5 au of the densest gas particle in region
undergoing second collapse by a point mass with the same mass and
momentum. Any gas that later falls within this radius is accreted by
the point mass if it is bound and its specific angular momentum is
less than that required to form a circular orbit at radius racc from the
sink particle. Thus, gaseous discs around sink particles can only be
resolved if they have radii �1 au. Sink particles interact with the gas
only via gravity and accretion. There is no gravitational softening
between sink particles. The angular momentum accreted by a sink
particle is recorded but plays no further role in the calculation.
The sink particles used in the calculation discussed in this paper
did not contribute radiative feedback (see Bate 2012, for a detailed
discussion of this limitation).

Sink particles were permitted to merge if they passed within
0.01 au of each other (i.e. ≈2 R�). However, no mergers occurred
during the calculation.

2.2 Initial conditions and resolution

For a full description of the initial conditions, see Bate (2012).
Briefly, the initial conditions consisted of an initially uniform-
density molecular cloud containing 500 M� of molecular gas,
with a radius of 0.404 pc (83 300 au) giving an initial density of
1.2 × 10−19 g cm−3 and an initial free-fall time of the cloud of
tff = 6.0 × 1012 s or 1.90 × 105 yr. The initial temperature was
10.3 K. Although the cloud was uniform in density, we imposed an
initial supersonic ‘turbulent’ velocity field in the same manner as
Ostriker, Stone & Gammie (2001) and Bate et al. (2003). We gener-
ated a divergence-free random Gaussian velocity field with a power
spectrum P(k) ∝ k−4, where k is the wavenumber on a 1283 uniform
grid and the velocities of the particles were interpolated from the
grid. The velocity field was normalized so that the kinetic energy
of the turbulence was equal to the magnitude of the gravitational
potential energy of the cloud, giving an initial root-mean-square
(rms) Mach number of the turbulence, M = 13.7.

The calculation used 3.5 × 107 SPH particles to model the cloud.
This resolution is sufficient to resolve the local Jeans mass through-
out the calculation, which is necessary to model fragmentation
of collapsing molecular clouds correctly (Bate & Burkert 1997;
Truelove et al. 1997; Whitworth 1998; Boss et al. 2000; Hubber,
Goodwin & Whitworth 2006). More recently, there has been much
discussion in the literature about the resolution necessary to re-
solve fragmentation in isolated gravitationally unstable discs (Nel-
son 2006; Meru & Bate 2011, 2012; Hopkins & Christiansen 2013;
Rice et al. 2014; Young & Clarke 2015, 2016; Lin & Kratter 2016;
Takahashi, Tsukamoto & Inutsuka 2016; Baehr, Klahr & Kratter
2017; Deng, Mayer & Meru 2017; Klee et al. 2017). As yet, there is
no consensus as to the resolution that is necessary and sufficient to
capture fragmentation of such discs. Moreover, the gravitationally
unstable discs that form in the calculation discussed in this paper are
usually accreting rapidly, rather than evolving in isolation. Rapid
accretion can be important for driving fragmentation (Bonnell 1994;
Bonnell & Bate 1994; Hennebelle et al. 2004; Kratter, Matzner &
Krumholz 2008; Kratter et al. 2010), adding another complication.
Kratter & Lodato (2016) provide a recent review of gravitational
instabilities in circumstellar discs. The fact that the criteria for disc

fragmentation is not well understood should be kept in mind as a
caveat throughout this paper.

2.3 Method of disc characterization

As will be seen in Section 3, the protostellar discs produced by the
hydrodynamical calculation are continually evolving due to a vari-
ety of different processes. Therefore, to examine the disc properties
statistically, we extract their properties many times during the cal-
culation. Specifically, we extract the disc properties from snapshots
of the calculation at intervals of 0.0025 tff (i.e. every 476 yr) for each
protostar. This gives 11 831 instances of circumstellar discs around
183 protostars (with protostars that formed earlier in the calculation
contributing more instances).

2.3.1 Circumstellar discs

For each protostar (i.e. sink particle), we sort the SPH gas particles
(and other sink particles) by distance from the sink particle. Begin-
ning with the closest SPH particle, we consider this particle to be
part of the disc of the protostar if it has not already been assigned to
another disc and the instantaneous ballistic orbit of that particle has
an apastron distance less than 2000 au and an eccentricity e < 0.3.
The sensitivity of the results to the chosen upper limit on the ec-
centricity is explored in Section 2.3.3. If the particle satisfies these
criteria, its mass is added to that of the system and the position and
velocity of the centre of mass of the system are computed. The test
is then repeated using these quantities for the next SPH particle. We
only consider particles out to a distance of 2000 au. This distance
was chosen empirically as it is larger than the apparent radius of
any disc.

If a sink particle is discovered when moving to more and more
distant particles (e.g. the protostar being considered is part of a
binary system, or there is a passing protostar), then the identity of
the sink particle companion is recorded, and the determination of the
circumstellar disc mass is terminated; it cannot include any particles
more distant than the first neighbouring protostar. Throughout this
paper, we refer to protostars that do not have a companion within
2000 au as being ‘isolated’. Note that a protostar may be a single
protostar but not an isolated protostar if it has a protostar closer
than 2000 au, but the two protostars are not bound to each other (the
masses of the circumstellar discs are included when determining
whether two protostars are bound; see the next section).

We have found empirically that the above algorithm generally
results in sensible disc extraction of circumstellar disc properties
from snapshots of the simulation. However, separating the ‘disc’
from the ‘envelope’ of protostars is difficult (both theoretically and
observationally) and sometimes the above algorithm identifies low-
mass ‘discs’ with very large radii. These are not really discs, they are
just parts of the infalling envelope. To deal with this, we exclude any
‘circumstellar disc’ for which the mass is <0.03 M� (i.e. <2100
SPH particles) and the radius that contains 63 per cent (see below for
the origin of this value) of this mass is >300 au – this is essentially
a cut based on the disc’s mean surface density. We also exclude
any ‘discs’ for which the radius containing 63 per cent of the disc’s
mass is greater than three times the radius that contains 50 per cent
of the mass. These two cuts reduce the number of instances of cir-
cumstellar discs that are used in the analysis by 4.6 per cent (giving
11 281 instances). The number of instances of circumstellar discs
around isolated protostars is reduced by 9.9 per cent (to give 2186
instances), with more than half of these excluded systems having
ages <3000 yr.
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For each disc, we measure the radii that contain 2, 5, 10, 20,
30, 40, 50, 63.2, 70, 80, 90, 95, and 100 per cent of the total disc
mass. These multiple radii can be used to measure the disc’s surface
density profile by fitting power-law radial surface density profiles.
Observers (e.g. Andrews et al. 2010; Tazzari et al. 2017) often fit
discs assuming a truncated power-law surface density profile

�(r) = �c

(
r

rc

)−γ

exp

[
−

(
r

rc

)(2−γ )
]

, (1)

where rc is the characteristic or cut-off radius of the disc and γ is
the power-law radial density profile in the bulk of the disc. This
surface density profile is based on models of viscously evolving
discs in which the kinematic viscosity scales as ν ∝ rγ (Lynden-
Bell & Pringle 1974; Hartmann et al. 1998). Equation (1) only
gives sensible profiles for γ < 2, since for values greater than two,
the exponential cut-off radius, rc, actually becomes an inner cut-
off and outside of this radius the surface density profile falls off
very steeply. For γ = 2, the exponential term becomes unity so
the density profile becomes a pure power law (and thus the disc
mass never converges). We also note that for γ < 0 the disc has
an inner hole. Interestingly, for all γ < 2 the characteristic radius,
rc, is always equal to the radius that contains a fraction (1 − 1/e)
of the total disc mass (i.e. 63.2 per cent). Therefore, if the disc is
well described by equation (1), the characteristic radius, rc, can be
obtained simply by measuring the radius containing 63.2 per cent
of the total disc mass (rather than fitting the analytic profile). But
measuring this radius alone also provides a measure of the radius
that is more general – even for discs that have very different surface
density profiles, it will still give a sensible measure of the disc radius.
Thus, throughout this paper, when quoting a disc radius, we use the
radius containing 63.2 per cent of the total mass. Since many of the
discs are perturbed, we found that using a larger value (particularly
above 80 per cent) can give values that appear qualitatively too large
when examining images of the discs. We note that Tripathi et al.
(2017) used a different surface density model to fit their observed
discs and adopted an effective radius containing 68 per cent of the
flux to characterize their discs. They noted that using values from
50 per cent to 80 per cent made little difference to their analysis,
and this is also true of the analysis presented below. Thus, direct
comparison of the disc radii that we report throughout this paper
can also be made with Tripathi et al. (2017) because the disc radii
obtained using mass fractions of 63.2 per cent or 68 per cent usually
differ by less than 10 per cent.

2.3.2 Circum-multiple discs

Characterizing the properties of circumstellar discs (i.e. discs sur-
rounding a single star) is relatively straightforward. However, many
of the protostars are located in bound multiple systems. The discs
in these systems are usually much more complex (see Section 3).
For example, in a binary protostellar system there can be two cir-
cumstellar discs and a circumbinary disc, and these may not be
aligned with each other, or with the binary’s orbital plane. Higher
order systems are even more complex! With dozens of multiple
complex systems, (relative) brevity demands that we limit our anal-
ysis to gross properties. First, as in Bate (2012), we only consider
single, binary, triple, and quadruple systems. For example, if a sep-
tuple system that is composed of a quadruple system bound to a
triple system, the quadruple system and triple systems are treated
as separate systems. Most very high-order systems are unstable or
will have dynamical encounters with other protostars and undergo

dynamical decay relatively quickly anyway. Secondly, for the over-
all population of these systems, we limit our analysis to the total
disc mass and a characteristic radius of the disc material. But for
bound pairs of protostars (either binaries or components of hierar-
chical higher order systems), we also examine the alignments of
the circumstellar discs, protostellar spins, and the orbital plane of
the pair.

Our method of extracting the discs of a multiple system from
the hydrodynamical simulation is as follows. First, we need to
find bound protostellar systems. We use the same method as Bate
(2009a), except that the disc mass is also included in the analy-
sis (as opposed to only the mass of the sink particle). After ex-
tracting the circumstellar discs of all protostars (Section 2.3.1), we
have the total mass and the centre of mass location and velocity of
all the protostars and their circumstellar discs. These are denoted as
nodes. We then search for the pair of nodes that have the lowest total
energy (kinetic plus potential energy) that are also mutual nearest
neighbours. This pair is grouped into a new node (a pair) and the
total mass and centre of mass location and velocity of the node are
determined. The two nodes that formed the new node are removed
from the list of active nodes.

We then need to extract the circum-multiple disc of this new
node. We do so only for nodes that are composed of 2–4 protostars.
A binary may have a circumbinary disc. A triple that is composed
of a pair and a third component on a wider orbit may have both
a circumbinary disc surrounding the pair, and a circumtriple disc
(in addition to the three circumstellar discs). A quadruple can be
composed either of two pairs, or a triple with a fourth component
on a wider orbit. In the former case, there may be two circumbinary
discs and a circum-quadruple disc, while in the latter case there may
be a circumbinary disc, a circumtriple disc, and a circum-quadruple
disc (in either case there are up to seven discs).

The method for extracting the disc of a multiple system is sim-
ilar to that of extracting a circumstellar disc. SPH particles (and
sink particles) are sorted by distance from the centre of mass of
the node. Again, beginning with the closest particle, the particle
is considered to be part of the circum-multiple disc if it has not
already been assigned to a disc and its instantaneous ballistic orbit
around the node (using its centre of mass location and velocity) has
an apastron distance less than 2000 au and an eccentricity e < 0.3.
If it satisfies these criteria, its mass is added to that of the circum-
multiple disc of the node and the total mass of the node and the
position and velocity of the centre of mass of the node are updated.
The test is then repeated for the next SPH particle, out to a dis-
tance of 2000 au. If a sink particle is encountered which is not
one of the components of the node, the determination of the disc is
terminated.

Once the circum-multiple disc of the new node has been extracted,
the above process is repeated on the list of active nodes until there
are no pairs of nodes that have a negative total energy and are mutual
nearest neighbours. The final list of protostellar systems is provided
by traversing the list of all nodes from the highest order system to
the lowest order systems, only writing out the data for nodes that
contain four or fewer protostars and whose components have not
been previously written out (e.g. a triple is not written out if it is a
component of a quadruple system; a binary is not written out of it
is a component of a quadruple system or a triple system).

The total disc mass of the system is easy to compute; it is simply
the total mass of all of the different discs that have been extracted
for the system (e.g. for a triple, there are three circumstellar discs,
one circumbinary disc, and one circumtriple disc, some of which
may have little or no mass). However, there are many ways that a
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characteristic disc radius may be determined for a multiple system.
The method we have chosen is based on combining the radial in-
formation of each disc in the system. As for the circumstellar discs,
for each circum-multiple disc we record the radii that contain 2,
5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 63.2, 70, 80, 90, 95, and 100 per cent of the
disc mass. To determine a characteristic disc radius for a multiple
system we loop over all of its component discs starting from the
smallest of these radii, keeping a cumulative sum of the mass con-
tained within each part of the disc. For example, consider a binary
system in which the radii containing 2 per cent and 5 per cent of the
disc masses are 5 and 8 au for the primary’s circumstellar disc, 4
and 6 au for the secondary’s circumstellar disc, and 100 and 120 au
for the circumbinary disc. The cumulative sum first takes 2 per cent
of the secondary’s disc mass (because this is at the smallest radius),
then 2 per cent of the primary’s disc mass, then (5 − 2) = 3 per cent
of the secondary’s disc mass, then 3 per cent of the primary’s disc
mass, etc. All of the circumstellar disc mass will generally be added
in before the circumbinary mass starts to be added because the inner
radius of the circumbinary disc is expected to be larger than separa-
tion of the binary. The characteristic disc radius for the system is set
as the radius at which the cumulative sum first exceeds 63.2 per cent
of the total disc mass. This algorithm is easily applied to a system
of arbitrary order, and it provides a reasonable value for the size of
a disc system. If a close binary has low-mass circumstellar discs
and a comparatively massive circumbinary disc, the characteristic
radius will lie within the circumbinary disc as one would expect. If
a binary has no circumbinary disc or one that is significantly less
massive than the combined mass of the circumstellar discs, then
the characteristic radius will be related to the mass distribution of
the circumstellar discs. In this case, if the two circumstellar discs
are identical, then the characteristic disc radius of the system is the
same as it is for each of the circumstellar discs individually. If the
two circumstellar discs are very different, the value of the charac-
teristic radius of the system will lie somewhere in between the two
characteristic radii of the individual discs. If there is only one cir-
cumstellar disc (e.g. a circumprimary disc), then the characteristic
disc radius of the system is the same as that of the circumprimary
disc, as expected. We note, however, that this does mean that the
characteristic radius of the discs in a system will not lie in the
disc that surrounds the entire system (e.g. a circumbinary disc for
a binary system, or a circum-triple disc for a triple system) unless
the circum-system disc contains more than ≈37 per cent of the total
disc mass. The bottomline is that there is no simple way to define
a characteristic disc size for a multiple system, and if comparisons
of disc sizes in multiple systems are going to be made in the future,
extreme care must be taken to ensure that a like-for-like comparison
is made.

Finally, when analysing protostellar systems we make the same
cuts as for circumstellar discs. We exclude any circum-multiple disc
for which the total mass is <0.03 M� (i.e. <2100 SPH particles)
and the radius that contains 63 per cent of this mass is >300 au. We
also exclude any discs for which the radius containing 63 per cent
of the disc’s mass is greater than three times the radius that con-
tains 50 per cent of the mass. These two cuts reduce the number
of instances of discs of protostellar systems that are used in the
analysis by 9.2 per cent (to give 6388 instances). The number of in-
stances of circumstellar discs around single protostars is reduced by
10.5 per cent (to give 3845 instances). Note that the number of in-
stances of single protostars is almost twice the number of instances
of isolated protostars. This is because, at various times, a signifi-
cant number of protostars have other protostars that are nearby, but
unbound.

2.3.3 Sensitivity of the disc extraction to the eccentricity limit

The disc extraction algorithm defines an SPH particle as belonging
to a disc if its ballistic orbit (relative to a protostar or protostellar
system and the other particles that have previously been identified
as belonging to its disc(s)) has an eccentricity e < 0.3. This number
has been chosen empirically based on examining the some of the
discs that are extracted using the algorithm. Using e < 0.3 is a
compromise between the algorithm identifying too much of the
infalling ‘envelope’ as ‘disc’ (which may happen if the limiting
eccentricity is too high) and not picking up the all of the disc (which
may happen if the limiting eccentricity is too low). Particles in a
disc may have significant eccentricities if the disc itself is eccentric,
or if the disc is gravitationally unstable and displays spiral shocks.
To give the reader confidence that the chosen algorithm does a
sensible job of extracting the discs, in Appendix A, we provide
some examples of the discs that are extracted from the calculation.

In Section 5, the statistical properties of the discs are discussed.
The main properties of the discs that are analysed are their masses
and their characteristic radii. Using a lower limit for the maximum
eccentricity a particle can have to be considered to be part of a
disc necessarily results in lower disc masses, while using a higher
limit always gives a greater mass. To quantify the typical level
of uncertainty in the values of the disc masses and characteristic
radii, in Fig. 1 we show the cumulative distributions of the disc
masses and characteristic disc radii of protostellar systems that
are obtained using three different upper limits on the eccentricity:
e < 0.2, e < 0.3, and e < 0.4. By eye, using e < 0.1 or e < 0.2
usually excludes a significant number of particles that clearly should
constitute part of a disc. Indeed, the left panel of Fig. 1 shows that
using e < 0.2 results in disc masses that are typically a factor of
two less massive than using e < 0.3. Conversely, although if we use
e < 0.4 the algorithm may pick up a few more particles for eccentric
or strongly gravitationally unstable discs, it will also often include
more of the infalling envelope than is desirable. From Fig. 1, using
e < 0.4 increases the typical disc mass by ≈40 per cent compared
to using e < 0.3. We take this as the typical level of uncertainty of
the disc masses obtained in the rest of this paper (i.e. ±40 per cent).

The values of the characteristic disc radii are less dependent on
the upper value of the eccentricity that is used by the extraction al-
gorithm than the disc masses (right-hand panel of Fig. 1). Using the
e < 0.2 and e < 0.4 distributions to estimate the typical uncertainty
in the characteristic radii, we conclude that the characteristic disc
radii obtained using e < 0.3 have an uncertainty of ±20 per cent.
These uncertainties are small enough that they do not impact any
of the conclusions of this paper, but they should be kept in mind
throughout Sections 5 and 6.

3 T H E D I V E R S I T Y O F D I S C S

The cloud was evolved to t = 1.20tff (228 300 yr), by which time
88.2 M� of gas (17.6 per cent) had produced 183 protostars, with
a mean mass of 0.48 M� and a median mass of 0.21 M�. In
this paper, the protostars are numbered by the order in which they
formed (i.e. sink particles were inserted). The first protostar formed
at t = 0.73tff, so when the calculation was stopped the oldest proto-
star had an age of 90 000 yr. At this time, 36 objects had masses less
than the brown dwarf limit (taken to be 0.075 M�). The mass distri-
bution of the protostars was consistent with the parametrization of
the observed Galactic initial mass function (IMF) given by Chabrier
(2005). At the end of the calculation, the protostars were arranged
as 84 single protostars and 40 multiple systems, the latter consisting
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Figure 1. The cumulative distributions of disc mass (left) and characteristic radius (right) of the protostellar systems that are obtained when using different
values of the upper limit for the eccentricity, e, that an SPH particle may have in order to be considered to be part of a disc. Our default criterion is that particles
with ballistic orbits with e < 0.3 are considered to be in a disc. Using a lower cut off obviously results in discs being assigned lower masses. It also tends to
result in slightly smaller discs. Using the difference between the distributions obtained using e < 0.3 and e < 0.4 as an indication of the uncertainty in the disc
extraction process, the typical uncertainty of our disc masses is ±40 per cent and for the characteristic disc radii it is ±20 per cent.

of 28 binaries, 5 triples, and 7 quadruple systems (systems of higher
order were not treated as bound because they were deemed likely to
undergo further dynamical evolution). The final parameters of the
40 multiple systems are provided in table 3 of Bate (2012). The mul-
tiplicity was found to be a strongly increasing function of primary
mass, consistent with observations. For example, only 3 of the 38
very-low-mass (VLM) systems (primary masses <0.1 M�) were
binaries at the end of the calculation, but of the 15 systems with pri-
mary masses >1.2 M�, 11 were multiple systems. See Bate (2012)
for further details on the mass function and the statistical properties
of the multiple systems.

Although the calculation resolved many protostellar discs, Bate
(2012) included very little analysis of protostellar discs. Bate ex-
amined the distribution of closest encounters, finding that by the
end of the calculation half of the protostars had been involved in
encounters closer than ≈10 au. For binary systems, he also inves-
tigated the relative orientations of the spins of the sink particles
and their orientations relative to their orbits. When a gas particle
is accreted by a sink particle, its linear momentum is added to that
of the sink particle and its angular momentum relative to the sink
particle is added to the spin angular momentum of the sink particle
(Bate et al. 1995). The sink particle spin plays no further role in
the calculation, but the spin can be thought of as representing the
combined angular momentum of the protostar and its inner disc
(size scales �0.5 au). Bate found a strong tendency for sink particle
spin alignment in binaries with separations �40 au, and a similar
preference for alignment between sink particle spins and binary or-
bits for close binaries. However, the resolved discs themselves were
ignored (size scales �1 au).

There are two main reasons that Bate (2012) omitted discussion
of the resolved discs. First, many of the discs undergo dramatic
dynamical evolution during the calculation. Therefore, it is not suf-
ficient simply to discuss the distribution of disc properties at the end
of the calculation – the evolution of the population must be studied.
Secondly, the discs in the calculation are not very well resolved.
The calculation had a mass resolution of 70 000 SPH particles per
solar mass, so even a relatively massive disc of Md = 0.1 M� only
contains 7000 SPH particles. Moreover, since SPH is a Lagrangian
method, the effective spatial resolution of the SPH method decreases
with decreasing mass. Thus, care is required when interpreting the

properties of the protostellar discs. To investigate the effects of the
limited numerical resolution on disc evolution, in Appendix B we
present results from two simple star formation calculations per-
formed at different resolutions. Generally, the properties of more
massive discs are more reliable than those of low-mass discs. Based
on the resolution testing from the simple calculations, we find that
discs modelled by �2000 SPH particles (i.e. discs with masses
�0.03 M�) should be well modelled in terms of their total mass
and characteristic radius for the ages of the protostars produced
in the cluster formation calculation (i.e. the typical error in their
masses should be less than the typical uncertainty of ≈40 per cent
that arises from the disc extraction algorithm). Below this mass,
the disc masses are likely to be significantly underestimated and the
radii of isolated discs are likely to be overestimated. To relate this to
observational classifications, this means that the properties of discs
of Class 0 and I objects will be more reliable than those of Class II
objects.

Despite the limitations, the calculation contains a wealth of in-
formation on the types of discs that may be formed in a dense,
interactive, star-forming environment, and on the dynamical pro-
cesses that may drive the evolution of very young protostellar discs.
This is the topic of this paper.

The calculation produces a large population of discs with diverse
properties. This is best appreciated by watching the animation that
is included with the Supporting Information that accompanies this
paper. The animation shows a mosaic of 183 animations, each of
which displays a region with dimensions of 400 × 400 au centred
on one of the protostars (sink particles) that is produced during the
simulation. Clearly we are unable to discuss the evolution of the
discs around all of these individual protostars in detail in this paper.
Instead, we begin by highlighting a few dramatic cases of discs
produced during the calculation.

3.1 A circumbinary disc with misaligned inner
and outer components

In Fig. 2 we show the disc that existed at t = 1.12tff around the binary
system consisting of protostars 6 and 13 (numbered by the order in
which they formed). This binary formed via a star–disc encounter
between protostars 6 and 13 that occurred at t = 0.87tff. Prior to this,
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Figure 2. A binary protostellar system (protostars 6 and 13) with a circumbinary disc which is misaligned. It consists of an inner disc extending from radius,
r ≈ 25–120 au, and an outer disc extending from r ≈ 200–350 au. The inner and outer discs are misaligned by approximately 75◦. Each panel shows the system
at the same time (t = 1.12tff), but from three different angles. Sink particles are plotted as white filled circles that have radii four times larger than the actual
sink particle accretion radius.

each of the two protostars had discs with masses of Md ≈ 0.1 M�
and radii of 20 and 40 au, respectively. After binary formation,
further accretion quickly produced a massive circumbinary disc
with a radius of 100 au and a mass ranging from 0.3 to 0.4 M�. The
binary then evolved in relative isolation for ≈0.1tff, during which its
components grew in mass from 0.6 and 0.1 M� to 1.0 and 0.5 M�,
respectively.

At t = 0.98tff, the binary started capturing further cloud material,
but the angular momentum of this material was almost completely
misaligned with the angular momentum of the existing circumbi-
nary disc and binary, producing the dramatic misaligned disc system
depicted in Fig. 2. This misaligned disc survived until t ≈ 1.15tff

(i.e. for ≈0.15tff ≈ 30 000 yr), when an encounter with protostar
10 and several other protostars caused the accretion of much of
the disc material on to the binary and stripped away the rest. The
encounter resulted in a high-order (>4 protostars) multiple system
that persisted until the end of the calculation. During the phase with
the misaligned disc, protostars 6 and 13 increased in mass from 1.0
to 1.1 M� and 0.5 to 0.75 M�, respectively. By the end of the
calculation, the two stars had grown via the accretion of the cir-
cumbinary disc material to masses of 1.9 and 1.3 M�, respectively,
and their semimajor axis was 1.2 au.

We note that recent hydrodynamical simulations of discs around
black holes that are misaligned with the spin of the black hole, or
circumbinary discs that are strongly misaligned with the binary’s
orbital plane show that these discs may tear into discrete precessing
rings of gas (Nixon et al. 2012; Nixon, King & Price 2013). Al-
though such dynamical evolution may result in similar disc struc-
tures to those found in Fig. 2, this system formed by accretion of
gas with different angular momenta, not by disc tearing. Since both
mechanisms can result in similar protostellar disc structures, care
must be taken in the interpretation of any similar systems found in
future observations.

3.2 Misaligned circumstellar discs in multiple systems

The disc discussed in the previous section is a unique case of a
circumbinary disc whose disc plane differs between the inner and
outer regions of the disc. A more common type of multiple-system
disc found in the simulation is where two or more components of a
multiple system each have a separate circumstellar or circumbinary
disc. Sometimes these discs are misaligned with each other; other
times they are close to being coplanar. In Fig. 3 we give three

Figure 3. Three examples of misaligned circumstellar discs in binary or
multiple systems. Two images (left and right) give perpendicular views of
each system. Top row: a quadruple system consisting of two tight pairs
separated by 200-au, with each pair surrounded by a circumbinary disc
(t = 1.18tff). The discs are inclined by ≈80◦ to one another. Centre row: a
200-au binary with two circumstellar discs inclined at 44◦ to one another
(t = 1.07tff). Bottom row: A triple system with three circumstellar discs
that are only moderately misaligned (the left-most and right-most discs are
misaligned by 22◦, t = 1.20tff). Sink particles are plotted as white filled
circles that have radii 10 times larger than the actual sink particle accretion
radius. Sink particles are numbered in order of the formation, and within
each panel the their numbers are given listed according to their position in
the images, from top to bottom.
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clear examples. The first is a quadruple system consisting of two
very tight pairs, separated by ≈200 au, each with a ≈50 au radius
circumbinary disc. The two discs have a relative orientation angle
of ≈80◦. The second is a binary system with a separation of ≈180
au in which each component has a circumstellar disc, with radii
of ≈70 and ≈40 au. These discs are misaligned by ≈45◦. This
binary formed with the aid of a star–disc encounter and earlier
in the evolution of the pair, the two discs were perpendicular to
each other. The final example is a triple system in which all three
components have resolved circumstellar discs that are close to being
coplanar, but are still misalignment up to 22◦.

Observationally, there are plenty of examples of misaligned discs
in wide binaries and some in higher order multiple systems. Early
evidence for such systems came from the observation that spins
of binary stars are frequently misaligned with the binary’s orbit
(Weis 1974; Guthrie 1985), with Hale (1994) finding a preference
for alignment for binary separations �30 au and random uncorre-
lated stellar rotation and orbital axes for wider systems. Misaligned
jets from protostellar systems (Davis, Mundt & Eisloeffel 1994;
Lee et al. 2016) and inferred jet precession (Eisloffel et al. 1996)
also provided indirect evidence of misaligned discs. Polarimetry
can also be used to study disc alignment (Monin, Menard & Duch-
ene 1998; Wolf, Stecklum & Henning 2001; Jensen et al. 2004;
Monin, Ménard & Peretto 2006). However, we now have a growing
list of directly imaged misaligned discs in wide (�100 au) Class II
systems (Koresko 1998; Stapelfeldt et al. 1998; Kang et al. 2008;
Ratzka et al. 2009; Roccatagliata et al. 2011; Jensen & Akeson
2014; Salyk et al. 2014; Williams et al. 2014), including the re-
cently observed system Ophiuchus SR24 that appears to have two
discs misaligned by ≈108◦ (Fernández-López, Zapata & Gabbasov
2017). Evidence for misalignment is also starting to be found in
both closer and younger multiple systems. The Class II triple sys-
tem TWA 3 (Kellogg et al. 2017) consists of a spectroscopic (35-d)
binary with a circumbinary disc and a disc-less low-mass com-
panion star at ≈50 au, with evidence that the disc and the orbits
are misaligned by at least 30◦. Lee et al. (2017b) has reported a
Class I M-dwarf binary with a separation ∼1000 au that has two
circumstellar discs misaligned by ≈70◦. Brinch et al. (2016) studied
gas kinematics in the young 74-au binary protostar IRS 43 that has
two Keplerian circumstellar discs and a circumbinary disc. They
find the circumstellar discs may be significantly misaligned with
each other (�60◦), and with the binary’s orbit.

It has become fashionable over the past couple of decades to refer
to ‘turbulence’ when discussing the origins of systems where discs
and/or orbits are misaligned (e.g. gravoturbulent fragmentation –
Jappsen et al. 2005; turbulent fragmentation – Offner et al. 2010).
Such misaligned systems do naturally form in turbulent cloud sim-
ulations. Bate (2009a, 2012) present statistics on the misalignment
angles of orbits in triple systems, and the misalignments between
sink particle spins and orbits in binary systems, both of which dis-
play some similar trends to observed systems. Frequently these sys-
tems are produced by two objects forming separately initially, and
subsequently evolving into a closer bound system. The two objects
may initially marginally bound to each other but on highly eccentric
orbits or completely unbound, but in either case may become more
tightly bound through accretion and/or star–disc encounters (see
Section 4.4). Offner et al. (2016) show that binaries resulting from
turbulent fragmentation have randomly orientated angular momen-
tum, and that partial misalignment persists even after inward orbital
migration.

However, it is important to recognize that it is not necessary
to have turbulence to produce such systems. For example, a binary

with circumstellar discs whose axes are misaligned with the binary’s
orbital axis can be produced in a laminar core simply by having mis-
alignment between the orientation of the initial density structure and
the angular momentum vector(s) in the dense core. Following such
an idea, Bonnell et al. (1992) produced binary systems with discs
that were misaligned with the binary’s orbit by having cylindrical
(i.e. filamentary) clouds that rotated about an arbitrary axis. Pringle
(1989) referred to non-linear density structure in molecular clouds
as leading to ‘prompt fragmentation’, since the seeds for fragmenta-
tion were already present in the initial conditions prior to collapse.
The distinction between appealing to fully developed turbulence
versus non-linear density structure may be important since the ve-
locity dispersion within dense molecular clouds cores is typically
subsonic and independent of scale (Goodman et al. 1998; Caselli
et al. 2002) and there is observational evidence that dense cores
may be kinematically distinct from the large clouds in which they
are embedded (Pineda et al. 2010; Hacar et al. 2016).

3.3 Circumbinary and circum-multiple discs

With binary or higher order multiple systems it is common in the
simulation for circumstellar, circumbinary, and/or circum-multiple
discs to exist simultaneously. There are more than 30 examples of
such discs visible in the simulation at various times. Eight examples
of these are displayed in Fig. 4. Four of these are binary systems.
System (77,65) shows a large ≈200 au circumbinary disc around a
≈25-au binary. This system would be expected to have circumstellar
discs as well, but these are poorly resolved in the simulation.

Systems (72,81) and (101,86) are both wide binaries (separations
>200 au) with two well-resolved circumstellar discs and small
amounts of circumbinary material. Qualitatively, these systems are
similar to the Class I system L1551 NE, in which a binary with
projected separation of 70 au has two circumstellar discs and a
300-au circumbinary disc with strong spiral arms (Takakuwa et al.
2012, 2017). Although the two examples we give here are each
approximately twice as large in physical scale as L1551 NE, their
morphological structure of two circumstellar discs with high sur-
face densities, and the strongly perturbed circumbinary disc with a
low surface density and streams feeding the circumstellar discs is
very similar. We note that Takakuwa et al. (2017) suggest that the
circumstellar discs of L1551 NE may be misaligned with each other
and with the circumbinary disc due to the differing position angles
of their major axes. The two circumstellar discs in system (72,81)
are misaligned by 40◦, and those in system (101,86) are misaligned
by 68◦. However, we caution that care must be taken when using the
position angles of discs to infer misalignment since, as can be seen
in the image of system (72,81), the smaller (circumsecondary) disc
is eccentric, its eccentricity varies with time (see the animation),
and the discs may contain spiral arms which may also complicate
the determination of the disc’s major and minor axes.

System (104,93) is shown just before its circumbinary disc frag-
mented to form a third protostar (number 134). The geometry of this
system is very similar to the recent ALMA image of the triple proto-
star L1448 IRS3B (Tobin et al. 2016). The spatial size of the system
is about half that of L1448 IRS3B, with projected separations of
≈30 and ≈90 au compared to the separations of the observed sys-
tem of 61 and 183 au, respectively. Similarly, the masses are lower.
The observed close pair have a combined mass of ≈1 M� (Tobin
et al. 2016), while each component of the close pair in the simulated
system has a mass of ≈0.2 M� at the time of disc fragmentation.
In the 10 000 yr following the formation of the third protostar, the
stellar masses of the pair each grew to ≈0.2 M�, while the third
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Figure 4. Eight examples of discs in binary or higher order multiple systems. The case with sink particles 104 and 93 is shown just before the disc fragments
to form sink 134 and the morphology is very similar to the ALMA image of L1448 IRS3B published by Tobin et al. (2016). Sink particles are plotted as white
filled circles that have radii 10 times larger than the actual sink particle accretion radius. Sink particles are numbered in order of the formation, and within each
panel the their numbers are given listed according to their position in the images, from top to bottom.

component grew to ≈0.15 M�. The estimated mass of the third
component in the observed system is ≈0.09 M�. The total disc
mass remained around ≈0.1 M� during this time due to ongoing
accretion from the cloud, whereas in L1448 IRS3B the total disc
mass is estimated to be ≈0.3 M�.

The four other systems in Fig. 4 are higher order multiples – two
triples and two quadruples. The two triples both consist of a close
pair and a wider component, and large circum-triple discs with
strong spiral arms. The circumstellar and circumbinary discs are
better resolved in system ((27,19),22) than in system ((59,68),80).
The two triples both consist of two tight pairs separated by ≈50–
150 au. System (41,89),(76,83) displays both circumbinary discs
and a large circum-quadruple disc with strong spiral arms. System
(79,55),(98,109) has two resolved circumbinary discs, but there is
little circum-quadruple material.

There are not many resolved observations of circumbinary discs
to date. The first were of GG Tau (Dutrey, Guilloteau & Simon
1994; Guilloteau, Dutrey & Simon 1999) and UY Auriga (Duvert
et al. 1998), and these are still the best examples. The edge-on
disc of HH30 apparently contains a binary (Guilloteau et al. 2008).
There are also some well-known unresolved circumbinary discs
such as V4046 Sgr (Byrne 1986; Stempels & Gahm 2004), UZ Tau
E (Mathieu, Martin & Magazzu 1996; Martı́n et al. 2005), DQ Tau
(Mathieu et al. 1997), and RX J0530.7−0434 (Covino et al. 2001),
with GW Ori (Mathieu, Adams & Latham 1991) actually being a
close triple system (Berger et al. 2011). With improved resolution,
more resolved systems should be expected in the future.

3.4 Discs around single stars

In the above sections, we have illustrated the variety of the discs
found in multiple systems. However, there are also a lot of discs
around single stars. At various times in the calculation there are
more than four dozen single protostars with resolved discs. Not all
of these remain single to the end of the calculation, and even for

those that do, not all of the resolved discs survive to the end of the
calculation due to various processes which will be discussed in the
following section.

In Fig. 5 we display snapshots of eight discs around single proto-
stars. Many single protostars have large ratios of disc mass to stellar
mass soon after they form. Consequently, these discs display strong
spiral arms because they are gravitationally unstable. Some of these
fragment (see Section 4.1), but others are stable enough to avoid
fragmentation and transport mass and angular momentum rapidly
via gravitational torques from the spiral arms (e.g. Lynden-Bell &
Kalnajs 1972; Paczynski 1978; Lin & Pringle 1987; Laughlin &
Bodenheimer 1994). In the first two panels of Fig. 5 we give exam-
ples of such massive discs, those around protostar numbers 2 and
4. At the times shown, protostar 2 had a mass of 0.20 M� and its
disc mass was 0.25 M�; protostar 4 had a mass of 0.23 M� and its
disc mass was 0.27 M�.

At the end of the calculation, the discs around the single protostars
have a wide range of properties. The remaining six panels of Fig. 5
show some of them. These protostars have masses of 0.18, 0.26,
0.29, 0.11, 0.50, and 0.17 M�, respectively, while their discs have
masses of 0.03, 0.25, 0.33, 0.02, 0.38, and 0.004 M�, respectively.
The disc radii are approximately 60, 100, 100, 50, 30, 70 au in
radius, respectively, where in each case this is the radius containing
63.2 per cent of the disc mass. Since the SPH particles have masses
of 1/70 000 M� each, the latter of these discs only contains ≈280
SPH particles, which is why it is so faint in the image.

Recent observations have detected a number of spiral waves in
circumstellar discs. Examples of spiral waves in Class II objects and
transition discs include: AB Aur (Hashimoto et al. 2011), MWC 758
(Grady et al. 2013; Benisty et al. 2015), SAO 206462 (Muto et al.
2012; Garufi et al. 2013; Stolker et al. 2016), HD 100546 (Boccaletti
et al. 2013; Avenhaus et al. 2014; Currie et al. 2015; Garufi et al.
2016; Follette et al. 2017), HD 100453 (Wagner et al. 2015), AK
Sco (Janson et al. 2016), Elias 2-27 (Pérez et al. 2016). Alves et al.
(2017) have presented observations of the Class I object BHB07-11
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Figure 5. Examples of eight of the circumstellar discs around single protostars from the calculation. The first two cases demonstrate gravitational instabilities
in young massive discs soon after they have formed (protostar numbers 2 at t = 0.88tff and 4 at t = 0.92tff). The remaining six panels show discs at the end
of the calculation around protostars 53, 85, 99, 119, 136, and 141, respectively. The discs have a wide variety of radii and masses. Sink particles are plotted as
white filled circles that have radii 10 times larger than the actual sink particle accretion radius.

with a dense 80-au radius disc surrounded by a lower density disc
extending to ≈300 au that has spiral structure. The Class 0 triple
protostar L1448 IRS 3B also has spiral structures Tobin et al. (2016).
In the absence of more information it is difficult to know whether
observed spiral structure is generated by a companion (as in the
case of HD 100453; Wagner et al. 2015; Dong et al. 2016; Benisty
et al. 2017) or disc self-gravity. However, the Class II object Elias
2-27 which has a clear ‘grand design’ spiral (Pérez et al. 2016) is a
strong candidate for a disc in which the spiral structure is driven by
disc self-gravity (Meru et al. 2017; Tomida et al. 2017). Similarly,
it has been argued that the triple system L1448 IRS 3B was recently
formed by disc fragmentation (see Sections 3.3 and 4.1), in which
case the disc must have been strongly self-gravitating.

4 DY NA M I C A L E VO L U T I O N O F D I S C S

As we have seen in the previous sections, the discs in the protostellar
systems have diverse morphologies, both due to their formation in a
turbulent, chaotic environment, and due to gravitational interactions
with companions or even the self-gravity of the discs.

However, the discs also evolve with time. Self-gravitating discs
transport mass and angular momentum via gravitational torques
(Laughlin & Bodenheimer 1994) and may also fragment (Bonnell
1994; Bonnell & Bate 1994). Gravitational interactions between bi-
naries and circumbinary discs or higher order multiples and circum-
multiple discs can lead to orbital decay (Artymowicz et al. 1991).
The discs form from the collapse and accretion of gas from the
molecular cloud, and in many cases this continues to the end of the
simulation. Conversely, discs can accrete gas (Moeckel & Throop
2009; Scicluna et al. 2014; Wijnen et al. 2016, 2017a) or suffer from
ram-pressure stripping as they pass through density cloud material
(Wijnen et al. 2016). Star–disc interactions can also strip away or
truncate discs (Clarke & Pringle 1991b), and/or energy loss during
a star–disc interaction can produce binaries or high-order multiple
systems from protostars that were previously unbound (Clarke &

Pringle 1991a; Hall, Clarke & Pringle 1996). Finally, even if none
of these processes play a significant role in disc evolution, the nu-
merical simulations have some shear viscosity and this will lead
to viscous evolution of the discs (Lynden-Bell & Pringle 1974).
Examples of all these evolutionary processes can be seen during
the simulation (see the animation in the Supporting Information
that accompanies this paper). In the following sections, we briefly
discuss these further and, in some cases, give examples.

4.1 Disc fragmentation

Although gravitational fragmentation of massive discs is not as
common in calculations that include radiative transfer (e.g. Bate
2012) as in calculations that use a barotropic equation of state
(e.g. Bate 2009a), there are 10 discs that undergo fragmentation in
the calculation. All but four of these produce multiple fragments
(one produces six fragments, another produces five, two produce
three fragments, and two produce two fragments), so together 25
protostars are formed by disc fragmentation (i.e. about 1/7 of the
total number of protostars). The fragmentation of the circumbinary
disc of system (104,93) to produce a third protostar (number 134)
which has a very similar morphology to the Class 0 system L1448
IRS 3B (Tobin et al. 2016) was discussed in Section 3.3. In this
section, we give two other examples.

In Fig. 6 we show a time sequence of the evolution of the massive
disc surrounding protostar number 41. In the first panel, the mass
of the protostar is 0.07 M� while the disc mass is 0.17 M�. The
gravitationally unstable disc has strong spiral arms. In the second
panel, four fragments are forming, but in the third and fourth panels
three of these merge into a single object, while two further frag-
ments form in the outer parts of the largest arm. This shows the
importance of not replacing gas fragments with sink particles until
just before a stellar core would be formed in reality (see Section 2).
If these fragments had been replaced by sink particles earlier, the
fragmentation would have been artificially enhanced. The fragment
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Figure 6. Time sequence showing the fragmentation of the massive disc around sink particle 41. In panels 2–4 three potential fragments merge into a single
object before it collapses to a stellar core (sink number 76). Two more fragments at the top right of the fourth panel eventually collapse to stellar cores (sink
numbers 83, 89) and these pair up with 76 and 41, respectively to produce a quadruple system consisting of two pairs: (41,89),(76,83). The fifth sink (number
135, visible in the last two panels) is eventually ejected from the system. Sink particles are plotted as white filled circles that have radii 10 times larger than
the actual sink particle accretion radius.

resulting from the triple merger does then undergo the second col-
lapse phase and is replaced by a sink particle (protostar number
76) producing a binary (fifth panel). The two outer fragments also
collapse and are replaced by sink particles (protostar numbers 83
and 89). Protostar 83 forms a tight pair with protostar 76, while the
other forms a tight pair with protostar 41, resulting in a hierarchical
quadruple system (panels 6–8). In the meantime a further protostar
has formed from the largest arm, resulting in a pentuple system.

As the second example, in Fig. 7 we show a time sequence of
the evolution of the massive disc surrounding the binary system
composed of protostar numbers 122 and 123. These form from two
separate, but nearby, condensations (first panel) and quickly form a
binary which accretes a circumbinary disc (second and third pan-
els). This disc is gravitationally unstable (disc mass ≈0.15 M�,
protostellar masses 0.12, 0.10 M�, respectively, at t = 216 000 yr)
and fragments to produce two additional protostars which arrange
into a hierarchical triple system with a fourth outer component
(panels 5–7). The subsequent evolution is complicated by the infall
of protostar number 150, which formed separately from the sys-
tem and a mutual star–disc encounter with protostar number 159
produces a tight pair which is bound to the triple. Meanwhile an
additional protostar has formed from a gravitationally unstable arm
of the circum-multiple disc (panels 7 and 8), resulting in a sextuple
system overall.

4.2 Evolution of disc orientation

After a protostellar system has formed, it can continue to accrete
further gas from the cloud. Since the cloud is turbulent, the orienta-
tion of the angular momentum of this additional gas relative to the
protostellar system may be very different from the orientation of
the angular momentum that originally produced the system. In Sec-
tion 3.1 we saw how this could also produce a disc in which the inner
and outer parts of the disc had different orientations. However, in

the simulation discussed in this paper, a much more common affect
is that substantial accretion can reorientate the plane of a disc. Bate,
Lodato & Pringle (2010) investigated how the accretion of such
material may lead to stellar spins being misaligned with planetary
orbital planes, potentially explaining observations of misaligned
exoplanet systems (see also Fielding et al. 2015).

There are at least 10 examples in the simulation of disc orienta-
tions being changed by accretion. In Fig. 8, we show a time sequence
of one of these – the disc surrounding the single protostar, number
40. Between the first two panels, it can be seen that accretion rotates
the disc plane clockwise in the figure by about 20◦. Then the effect
reverses, and most of the remainder of the simulation, the disc plane
rotates anticlockwise. Between the second panel and the last panel,
the angular momentum vector of the disc rotates by approximately
220◦! During the period from 195 000 to 223 000 yr, the disc mass
remains between 0.5 and 0.7 M� but the mass of the star increases
from 0.4 to 2.5 M�. This clearly demonstrates that the orientation
of protostellar discs can be altered dramatically by accretion in such
a chaotic environment. Such reorientation would also be expected
to alter the direction of a protostellar jet (see also Bate et al. 2010).

4.3 Disc erosion and discs renewed by accretion

Many protostars in the simulation have their discs eroded or trun-
cated either by ram-pressure stripping as they quickly move through
dense molecular cloud material, or when they have dynamical en-
counters with other protostars. There are at least two dozen ex-
amples of such disc erosion which can be seen in the animation.
In some of these a smaller, resolved disc survives, but in many
the discs are stripped away completely due to the finite numerical
resolution of the calculations. In reality, the cases in the calcula-
tion in which the discs are stripped entirely would be expected to
retain small, low-mass discs. However, with sink particle accre-
tion radii of 0.5 au and the SPH resolution length scaling with
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Figure 7. Time sequence showing the fragmentation of the massive disc around sink particle 122. In panels 1–3, two protostars (sink numbers 122, 123) form
separately but bound, undergoing a star-disc encounter to form a tight binary with a circumbinary disc. This disc fragments to produce a triple (panels 4 and 5;
sink number 145), and again to produce sink number 159 (panel 5). Sink number 150 forms separately and falls into the system, colliding with the disc around
sink 159 (panel 7) to produce a tight binary companion to the triple. The widest companion in panels 7 and 8 (sink number 180) formed in the disc just before
the calculation was stopped. Sink particles are plotted as white filled circles that have radii 10 times larger than the actual sink particle accretion radius.

Figure 8. Time sequence showing the variation of the orientation of the disc around sink particle 40 due to accretion of gas with different angular momentum.
Between panels 2 and 8 the angular momentum vector of the disc rotates by more than 180◦. Sink particles are plotted as white filled circles that have radii
10 times larger than the actual sink particle accretion radius.

density, ρ, as h ∝ ρ−1/3, discs with radii �10 au are not usu-
ally resolved in the calculation. As mentioned in Section 3.4 when
discussing the last panel of Fig. 5, a disc mass of 0.004 M� cor-
responds to only 280 SPH particles and is clearly not very well
resolved. In Appendix B, we also show that discs that are modelled
by �2000 particles are likely to suffer some numerical viscous evo-
lution over the typical time-scales modelled in the calculation, and
for those modelled by �500 particles this evolution is likely to be
significant.

There are a few cases in the calculation of discs being eroded,
and then new discs being accreted from the molecular cloud. An
example of this is shown in Fig. 9. In this case, the original disc is
destroyed during dynamical encounters with other protostars, and
a new disc (with a different orientation) is later accreted from the
molecular cloud.

Accretion by a disc passing through an ambient medium and ram-
pressure truncation of circumstellar discs has been studied in detail
by Moeckel & Throop (2009), and Wijnen et al. (2016, 2017a).
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Figure 9. Time sequence showing the stripping and reforming of a disc around protostar number 37 (located at the exact centre of each panel). Initially
protostar 37 forms a binary with protostar number 48 and the pair are surrounded by a circumbinary disc. This disc is stripped away via dynamical encounters
with several other protostars. During these encounters, protostar 48 is unbound and replaced by protostars 25 and 26, forming a tight triple system. This triple
system then accretes new material from the molecular cloud, producing a circumtriple disc. Sink particles are plotted as white filled circles that have radii
10 times larger than the actual sink particle accretion radius.

Wijnen et al. (2017b) also study the effects of disc reorientation
as a protostellar disc travels through an ambient medium. Wijnen
et al. (2017c) find that face-on accretion and ram-pressure stripping
are more important for setting disc radii than dynamical encounters
when the total mass in stars is <30 per cent. However, this assumes
a ‘smooth’ (non-clustered) stellar distribution. In the simulation
studied here, protostars tend to be formed in small groups (either
in filament fragmentation or disc fragmentation, or both). Because
of this, both dynamical interactions and ram-pressure stripping are
very important in truncating and stripping discs (even though at the
end of the calculation less than 20 per cent of the mass is in proto-
stars). Furthermore, because other forming protostars are embed-
ded in dense gas, both effects can occur during a single encounter.
Examining the evolution of all 183 protostars, we find that dynam-
ical encounters alone are responsible for stripping approximately
26 discs, ram-pressure stripping alone is responsible for stripping
approximately 7 discs. Another 18 discs are stripped by a combina-
tion of ram-pressure stripping and encounters with other protostars.
Thus, both processes are important.

4.4 Star–disc encounters and orbital decay

Star–disc encounters are very common in the calculation, More
than four dozen can be counted by looking at the animation. One
example was discussed in Section 4.1 and is illustrated in Fig. 7
(panels 6, 7, and 8). Star–disc encounters are frequently involved in
forming binary systems (32 cases) or higher order multiple systems
(at least 14 cases) from protostars which form in separate, but
nearby, condensations in the highly structured molecular cloud. The
close binary in Fig. 2 was formed this way. After producing bound
systems from two unbound protostars, there is usually rapid decay of
the orbital separation and eccentricity as the binary transfers angular
momentum and energy to the dissipative gas, often producing a
circumbinary disc. Bate et al. (2002b) argued that orbital decay from
interactions with circumbinary or circum-multiple discs (in addition
to dynamical interactions and accretion) are crucial for producing
close binary systems (separations �10 au) which cannot form via
direct fragmentation since the typical sizes of first hydrostatic cores
are ≈5 au in radius (Larson 1969).

Clarke & Pringle (1991a) studied star–disc capture rates in young
stellar groups and clusters and found that the rates were too low to

provide an important binary formation mechanism. However, their
study examined virialized stellar groups with stellar densities and
velocity dispersions typical of nearby star-forming regions. It does
not apply to the earlier stage of the fragmentation of highly struc-
tured or turbulent molecular gas. Both numerical simulations (Bate
et al. 2003) and recent observations (André et al. 2007; Foster et al.
2015; Rigliaco et al. 2016; Sacco et al. 2017) find the typical ve-
locity dispersions in dense molecular gas, from which protostars
form, are much lower than (typically ≈1/3) the velocity disper-
sions of young stars. Bate et al. (2003) attributed the larger velocity
dispersion of stars to gravitational interactions between stars after
they had formed (e.g. dynamical interactions with binaries and the
breakup of multiple systems). Prior to this, the low velocity dis-
persion of the molecular gas means that protostars frequently form
in separate condensations that are either marginally unbound or
marginally bound to each other. It is then common for these objects
to undergo relatively slow star–disc encounters in which the two ob-
jects become bound, or the orbits of already bound objects become
tighter, less eccentric, and the system changes its orbital orientation.
Discs that are misaligned with the orbit of such a binary are a natural
outcome of this process (e.g. Offner et al. 2016), and if the discs
in the simulation were better resolved they would likely be warped.
Moeckel & Bally (2006) performed well-resolved hydrodynamical
simulations of star–disc encounters, examining the torqueing of the
disc and its reorientation.

5 THE STATI STI CAL PROPERTI ES
O F T H E D I S C S

In this section, we give an overview of the statistical properties of
the discs and how they evolve with time. This is difficult because, as
seen in the previous section, there are many different types of discs,
and they are continually evolving through self-gravity, accretion,
ram-pressure stripping, and interactions with other protostars.

In the following sections, we first discuss the properties of ‘iso-
lated’ protostars, which we define as those without companions
closer than 2000 au. There are 2186 instances of isolated discs.
Note that these are defined as being isolated in that particular snap-
shot. They may have been members of multiple systems or suffered
close encounters in the past, or they may become members of mul-
tiple systems later in the calculation. This policy is consistent with
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Figure 10. The time evolution of the masses of all of the protostars (sink particles) formed in the calculation. As is expected, the stellar masses increase
monotonically with time, and there is greater dispersion when plotting the mass versus absolute time (left-hand panel; linear time axis) than when plotting
mass versus the time since protostar was formed, i.e. the age of the protostar (right-hand panel; logarithmic time axis).

what an observer would see – they only know whether a protostar
is currently isolated and cannot tell what may have happened in the
past or what may happen in the future. However, if a protostar has
had an encounter with another object it is likely to have affected its
disc. Therefore, we also consider the disc properties of the subset
of protostars that have never had another protostar closer than 2000
au. After discussing isolated protostars, we discuss the statistical
properties of discs in protostellar systems (i.e. both discs around
single protostars, and those found in bound multiple systems).

To put the disc properties in context, in Fig. 10 we provide graphs
of the time evolution of the mass of each protostar (i.e. sink par-
ticle). The left-hand panel shows mass as a function of simulation
time using a linear time axis, while the right-hand panel shows the
mass as a function of the age of each protostar (i.e. the time since
a sink particle was inserted) using a logarithmic time axis. As dis-
cussed in Bate (2012), over the first 104 yr of the life of a protostar,
the typically protostellar accretion rate in the calculation is 1.5 ×
10−5 M� yr−1, with a dispersion of 0.37 dex. Some protostars obvi-
ously stop accreting (flat lines). This typically occurs when the pro-
tostars are involved in dynamical encounters that expel them from
the dense molecular gas, or increase their velocities so that they
cannot accrete cloud material at a significant rate (since the Bondi–
Hoyle accretion rate is inversely proportional to speed cubed; Bondi
& Hoyle 1944).

5.1 Discs of isolated protostars

We examine the distributions of disc mass, disc radii, and disc
surface density profile for isolated protostars (those without other
protostars within 2000 au). We begin by examining how the disc
mass depends on the time in the simulation, and also on the age of
the protostar. The former is more like an observer would see (i.e. a
mixture of protostars at different ages), while the latter allows us to
investigate how disc properties depend on the age of the protostar.

In the top panel of Fig. 11, we plot the disc masses of isolated
protostars versus time. Each continuous line gives the evolution of
the disc mass for a particular protostar. Individual tracks may be
short or may stop and start because the protostar may not be isolated
for very long, or it may change from being isolated to not isolated
or vice versa. The middle panel of Fig. 11 gives the mass evolution
of the protostars whose disc masses are plotted in the top panel.
It is clear that almost all of the isolated protostars have masses

between 0.02 and 0.4 M�. This is because although many proto-
stars initially form as isolated objects, they do not remain isolated.
Also, as is observed, stars that are more massive are more likely
to have companions (see Bate 2012, for an extensive discussion
of stellar multiplicity). This means that we have essentially no in-
formation on the disc properties of isolated protostars with masses
M∗ � 0.4 M�.

Plotting protostellar quantities as functions of simulation time
makes it difficult to study how protostellar properties evolve with
age because at any particular time there is a mixture of protostars
with different ages. This produces broad dispersions of properties at
any particular time (e.g. Figs 10 and 11). This should be born in mind
by observers since they have no choice but to look at a star-forming
region at a particular time, and ages of individual protostars usually
cannot be reliably determined (Hartmann, Cassen & Kenyon 1997;
Tout, Livio & Bonnell 1999; Baraffe, Chabrier & Gallardo 2009).

However, from hydrodynamical calculations we can determine
protostellar ages, so from this point on we will discuss how prop-
erties depend on age. In the bottom panel of Fig. 11, we plot the
disc masses of isolated protostars versus their age. Here it is clear
that the disc masses of isolated protostars increase with age from
≈0.03 M� at 103 yr old to ≈0.10 M� at 104 yr old, with a dis-
persion of ≈0.3 dex. The most massive discs exceed 0.4 M�. Note
that there are few isolated protostars older than 30 000 yr when the
calculation is stopped. Also, after ≈104 yr, it is clear that the disc
masses around some protostars rapidly decline (due to accretion,
encounters with other protostars, and/or ram-pressure stripping).
Some protostars also suddenly become isolated as they are ejected
from multiple systems these usually have low disc masses.

In Fig. 12 we plot the disc radii of isolated protostars versus age.
As with disc mass, there is a general trend for disc radii to get larger
with time. They range from radii of 10–50 au at 103 yr old to 20–100
au at 104 yr old. Note that even though the calculation does not treat
magnetic fields (which could provide angular momentum transport
by magnetic braking), the disc radii are not unusually large. We will
discuss this further in Section 6.

In Fig. 13 we plot the ratio of the disc mass to the protostellar
mass (i.e. sink particle mass) versus age for all isolated protostars.
Generally, the lines are relatively flat, indicating that the ratio of the
disc mass to the stellar mass is relatively constant. For protostellar
ages less than ≈104 yr, the ratios range from ≈0.1 to 2, indicating
that self-gravity will be important for the evolution of many discs (as
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Figure 11. The time evolution of the disc masses of isolated protostars (sink
particles) during the calculation. The top panel gives the disc mass versus
the (linear) time in the calculation, while the bottom panel gives the disc
mass versus the age of the protostar (using a logarithmic time-scale). For
comparison with the top panel, the middle panel provides the time evolution
of the protostellar mass (i.e. sink particle mass) of the isolated protostars
whose disc masses are given in the top panel. Each line represents the
evolution of the disc around a particular isolated protostar. Lines may stop
and start, for example, if the protostar becomes part of a multiple system, or
is expelled from a multiple system, respectively.

Figure 12. The evolution of the disc radii of isolated protostars (sink par-
ticles) as a function of age. Each line represents the evolution of the disc
around a particular protostar. Lines may stop and start, for example, if the
protostar becomes part of a multiple system, or is expelled from a multiple
system, respectively.

Figure 13. The evolution of the ratio of the disc mass to protostellar (sink
particle) mass as a function of age for isolated protostars. Each line represents
the evolution of the disc around a particular protostar. Lines may stop and
start, for example, if the protostar becomes part of a multiple system, or is
expelled from a multiple system, respectively.

seen in Sections 3.4 and 4.1). Many disc/star mass ratios still exceed
0.1 beyond ages of 104 yr, but some low-mass discs (with disc/star
mass ratios <0.1) also appear. Again, if protostars are ejected from
multiple systems these usually have low disc masses.

In Fig. 14, we give the cumulative distributions of circumstel-
lar disc masses, radii, and star to disc mass ratios. The top row of
panels gives the distributions for all discs containing only one pro-
tostar, i.e. circumstellar discs (including those that are components
of multiple systems). The second row of panels gives the equivalent
distributions but for isolated protostars only. The bottom row of
panels gives the distributions for protostars that have never had an
encounter within 2000 au. In each case, we also give the distribu-
tions obtained by limiting the samples to protostellar age ranges of
<3000, 3000–10 000, and >10 000 yr.

From these cumulative distributions we draw similar conclusions
as we did from Figs 11–13. First, the masses of resolved discs tend
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Figure 14. The cumulative distributions of disc mass (left), radius (centre), and the disc to stellar mass ratio (right) for circumstellar discs (i.e. discs around
each individual protostar; top row), discs of isolated protostars (middle row), and discs of single protostars that have never had another protostar within 2000 au
(bottom row). The solid lines give the distributions for protostars of all ages. The dashed, long-dashed, and dot–dashed lines give the distributions for protostars
in three age ranges: 0–3000, 3000–10 000, and >10 000 yr, respectively. As the single protostars age, the median disc mass and radius increase, but the disc
to star mass ratio distribution remains approximately constant. As the isolated protostars age, the median disc mass and radius of those with resolved discs
increase, but a growing fraction of isolated stars also have no resolved disc due to dynamical encounters and the ejection of protostars from multiple systems.
Considering all circumstellar discs, the fractions of protostars without resolved discs are even higher than for the isolated protostars, due to the interactions
with companions.

to increase with age, for circumstellar discs in general, for those
surrounding isolated protostars, and for those that have never had
encounters. From this point on we will often refer to resolved discs,
which we define as those that have masses Md � 0.01 M� (i.e. they
are modelled by more than 700 SPH particles). It is clear that, for
protostars that have not had encounters, the typical (median) mass
of their discs increases with age. But when a significant fraction of
the protostars no longer have resolved discs (i.e. considering iso-
lated protostars or all circumstellar discs) we cannot be sure whether
median disc mass of the population increases or not. For example,
in the top left panel of Fig. 14 for ages >10 000 yr, the cumulative
line passes through 0.78 at Md ≈ 0.01 M� and rises to unity, so
the median value for protostars that have resolved discs is when
the cumulative fraction is equal to (0.78 + 1.0)/2 = 0.89 and the
associated disc mass is Md ≈ 0.08 M�. However, at this age, the
vast majority of systems (78 per cent) do not have resolved discs,

so we cannot determine the median disc mass for all protostars in
this age range. Secondly, the disc radii tend to increase with age for
discs around isolated protostars (with the clearest trend being seen
for protostars that have not had encounters), but this is not apparent
for all circumstellar discs. Circumstellar discs in multiple systems
have their outer radii limited by gravitational interactions with com-
panions (Artymowicz & Lubow 1994). Thirdly, the distribution of
resolved disc to protostar mass ratios tends not to evolve signifi-
cantly with age. This is true regardless of whether we examine all
circumstellar discs, those around isolated protostars, or those that
have never had encounters. It is very clear for the protostars that
have never had encounters. But even for the more diverse popula-
tions, the disc to protostar mass ratios almost all lie in the range
Md/M∗ = 0.1–2.

Fig. 14 also gives us information that the earlier figures cannot
show – information on the fractions of protostars without resolved
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Figure 15. The cumulative distributions of disc mass (left), radius (centre), and the disc to stellar mass ratio (right) for circumstellar discs of single protostars
that have never had another object within 2000 au. The solid lines give the distributions for all protostellar masses. The dashed, long-dashed, and dot–dashed
lines give the distributions for single protostars in three mass ranges: <0.1 M�, 0.1–0.3 M�, and >0.3 M�, respectively. Single protostars with greater
masses have substantially more massive discs, such that the disc to star mass ratio distribution is essentially independent of protostellar mass. More massive
protostars also tend to have slightly larger discs, but the effect is weak.

discs. Isolated protostars with the youngest ages (<3000 yr) es-
sentially all have resolved discs, with radii typically ranging from
rc ≈ 10 to 70 au and masses ranging from Md ≈ 0.01 to 0.1 M�.
But for both older isolated protostars and protostars in multiple
systems, a significant number do not have resolved circumstellar
discs. Comparing the distributions for the isolated protostars and
those that have never had encounters, it is clear that encounters with
other protostars are primarily responsible for producing protostars
without resolved discs (as opposed to ram-pressure stripping, or
numerical viscous evolution).

Similarly, comparing the top panels of Fig. 14 with the middle row
of panels, it is also clear that protostars in multiple systems are much
less likely to have resolved circumstellar discs than isolated proto-
stars. A trend of lower disc fractions for multiple systems is also
apparent observationally (Jensen, Mathieu & Fuller 1994, 1996;
Osterloh & Beckwith 1995; Andrews & Williams 2005; Harris et al.
2012). Harris et al. (2012) find that the incident rate of detectable
disc emission for stars in multiple systems is half that of single stars
in Taurus. These trends are, no doubt, largely due to dynamical in-
teractions between the protostars truncating the discs (Artymowicz
& Lubow 1994) and the differential accretion rates of protostars in
multiple systems (Bate & Bonnell 1997; Bate 2000). However, in
the hydrodynamical calculation, numerical viscous evolution also
plays a role (see Appendix B). Viscously evolving circumstellar
discs in multiple systems are likely to be replenished less quickly
than those in isolated systems because of the presence of the com-
panion, and the disc around the secondary is expected to evolve
faster (Armitage, Clarke & Tout 1999). Since the numerical vis-
cosity increases with decreasing disc mass in SPH calculations,
low-mass discs will evolve much quicker than is realistic and will
drain away.

For the isolated protostars, the fraction without resolved discs
increases to ≈10 per cent for ages 3000–10 000 yr and ≈60 per cent
for ages >10 000 yr. Note that this does not necessarily mean that
most isolated protostars lose their resolved discs during the cal-
culation because later in the calculation many protostars become
isolated when they are ejected from multiple systems. Many of
these either would not have had resolved circumstellar discs before
they were lost, or else their discs may have been lost during the
breakup of the multiple system. However, regardless of the origin,
it does mean that many old protostars (ages >10 000 yr) do not have
resolved circumstellar discs.

Finally, for this section, in Fig. 15, we also investigate the de-
pendence of disc properties on protostellar mass for protostars that

have never had encounters closer than 2000 au. From the distri-
butions of disc to protostellar mass ratios, it is clear that although
there is a distribution of these mass ratios, the distribution does not
depend on the protostellar mass and the typical disc mass scales
linearly with the mass of the protostar. In each protostellar mass
range, the disc masses range over ≈1.5 dex. By contrast, the disc
characteristic radii have a smaller range (≈20–150 au) and there is
less dependence on protostellar mass (the median disc radius for
M∗ < 0.1 M� is ≈40 au, while for M∗ > 0.3 M� this is ≈60 au.

5.2 Radial surface density profiles of the discs
of isolated protostars

If the radial surface density distribution of a disc can be described
as �(r) ∝ r−γ , then the disc mass contained within radius r scales
as Md(r) ∝ r2 − γ (γ < 2). Therefore, performing a least squares
linear regression on log (Md) versus log (r) can be used to obtain
the best-fitting value of γ for a disc. In the analysis that follows,
we perform linear regressions on the values of the disc radii that
contain various percentages of the total disc mass. The maximum
radius used for the fits is that containing 80 per cent of the disc mass.
The last 20 per cent of the disc mass often stretches to large radii and
is not indicative of the distribution of the bulk of the mass. We vary
the minimum radius used in the fits, using values of 2, 10, 30, 40,
and 50 per cent. We limit our analysis to discs with Md > 0.05 M�
(3500 SPH particles). Similar results are obtained using a lower disc
mass limit of Md > 0.03 M� (2100 SPH particles), but dropping
the limit of Md > 0.01 M� (700 SPH particles) results in a large
number of almost constant surface density discs, as may be expected
for discs that are poorly resolved. The resulting sample includes 372
instances of isolated discs around 39 protostars.

In Fig. 16, we plot the cumulative distribution of exponents, γ ,
for discs around isolated protostars (i.e. over all ages). The distri-
butions do not vary much when particular age ranges are used. It is
clear from the figure that the distribution of the exponent depends
on the minimum value of the radius that is used in the fitting (which
depends on the minimum percentage of the total disc mass). Funda-
mentally, this indicates that the surface density profiles are not well
fitted by power laws. As the minimum radius is decreased, the typi-
cal exponent decreases. This means that the inner parts of the discs
typically have flatter density profiles than the outer parts. When
including the inner-most radii (i.e. fits ranging from 2 to 80 per cent
or 10 to 80 per cent of the disc mass) the value of γ is often negative.
This indicates a surface density that increases with increasing radius
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Figure 16. The cumulative distributions of radial surface density profile
exponents, γ , (where �(r) ∝ r−γ ) for isolated protostars with disc masses
>0.05 M�. The values of γ obtained depend on the ranges of the radii
being fit. We give several distributions, computed using the radii containing
2–80, 10–80, 30–80, 40–80, and 50–80 per cent of the total disc mass. The
fact that varying the inner radius significantly affects the fits indicates that
the discs are not well fitted by power-law radial surface density profiles. In
particular, the inner parts of the discs have flatter radial profiles than the
outer parts (or have holes). This is largely numerical in origin. The vertical
dotted line gives the value of γ for the minimum mass solar nebula model.
Regardless of how our fits are computed, almost all of our discs have flatter
surface density profiles than the MMSN model.

(i.e. a hole in the inner disc). Although young inner holes have been
found recently in discs that are thought to be young (e.g. HL Tau:
ALMA Partnership et al. 2015; WL 17: Sheehan & Eisner 2017),
in the simulations analysed in this paper the inner holes are cer-
tainly numerical, due to the sink particle accretion radius. First, no
mass within the accretion radius is resolved, inevitably producing a
≈1 au hole in the disc mass distribution. But even outside the ac-
cretion radius, the inner edge of the disc is eroded by the accretion
radius because we make no attempt to include sink particle bound-
ary conditions (Bate et al. 1995). Therefore, the most reliable fits
exclude both the inner and outer regions of the discs (e.g. those us-
ing from 30–80 to 50–80 of the enclosed disc mass). These typically
have γ ≈ 1.

For a steady-state constant-alpha disc �(r) ∝ rq − 3/2 (e.g. Frank,
King & Raine 2002), where the mid-plane temperature scales as
T(r) ∝ r−q. For a marginally Toomre-stable disc (i.e. Q(r) = 1), it is
expected that �(r) ∝ r−q/2 − 3/2. Typically q ≈ 3/4, so the expected
values of γ range from ≈0.75 to 1.1. When fitting the exponent γ

for radii containing 30–80 per cent of the total disc mass (or 40–80
or 50–80 per cent) most of the values of γ lie within this range. It is
interesting to note that the value of γ for the minimum mass solar
nebula (MMSN) model is γ = 3/2 (Weidenschilling 1977; Hayashi
1981). Regardless of the mass range used for the fitting, almost all
of our discs have flatter radial density profiles than the MMSN,
although it is important to note that we are considering gas rather
than solids.

5.3 The discs of stellar systems (single and multiple)

In this section, we discuss the statistical properties of bound stellar
systems (i.e. both single protostars and bound multiple systems).

The discs in such systems may include circumstellar, circumbinary
and/or circum-multiple discs.

In what follows, we take the age of a multiple protostellar sys-
tem to be the age of the oldest protostar in the system, regardless
of when the system became a multiple system. Our initial analysis
is similar to that presented in Section 5.1 for isolated protostars,
but this time we only consider the total disc mass and the system’s
characteristic disc radius (as defined in Section 2.3.2). We do not
attempt to measure the radial surface density profiles as we have
seen from Section 3 that the discs in multiple systems have com-
plex morphologies. However, for bound pairs of protostars, we also
examine the relative orientations of their circumstellar discs, sink
particle spins, and orbit.

5.3.1 Disc masses and radii

In the left-hand panels of Fig. 17, in the top panel we plot total disc
masses versus age for all protostellar systems, while in the bottom
panel we provide the cumulative distributions of total disc mass for
all systems and for three different age ranges (<3000, 3000–10 000,
and >10 000 yr). As with isolated protostars, the disc masses gen-
erally increase with age from ∼0.03 M� at 103 yr to ∼0.1 M� at
104 yr. But the dispersion of the disc masses is much greater than
for isolated protostars. Whereas only a few isolated protostars had
disc masses Md > 0.3 M� at ages >104 yr, many multiple systems
have total disc masses that exceed 0.3 M� at ages 104–105 yr. The
most massive total disc mass now approaches 1 M�. There are also
a significant number of systems with disc masses Md < 0.01 M�.
As with the isolated protostars, the disc masses of some protostel-
lar systems rapidly decline (due to accretion, dynamical evolution,
and/or ram-pressure stripping).

In the middle panels of Fig. 17, we plot the characteristic radii
of the discs versus age for all protostellar systems, and cumulative
distributions of disc radius. As with isolated protostars, the typical
disc size tends to increase with age, but only by a factor of two
or so. The median characteristic disc radius of resolved discs is
≈30 au at ages <3000 yr and ≈60 au at ages >104 yr. At ages
<3000 yr, the vast majority of discs have characteristic radii ranging
from 10 to 60 au, while at ages of >104 yr about 20 per cent of discs
have characteristic radii exceeding 100 au. The largest discs tend to
be found around multiple systems.

In the right-hand panels of Fig. 17, we plot the ratio of the to-
tal disc mass to the total protostellar mass (i.e. sink particle mass)
versus age for all protostellar systems, and the corresponding cumu-
lative distributions. As with the isolated protostars, until ≈104 yr,
the lines are relatively flat, indicating that the ratio of the total disc
mass to the total stellar mass is relatively constant and the ratio lies
in the range 0.1–2 for the vast majority of systems. Beyond 104 yr,
the typical value of the ratio declines. There will be many reasons
for this decline, including accretion (e.g. driven by gravitational
torques in self-gravitating discs), fragmentation, and ram-pressure
stripping. None of the systems have total disc masses exceeding
their total stellar mass beyond ages of 40 000 yr, but some still have
ratios >0.1 until ≈105 yr (the calculation is stopped when the oldest
system has an age of 90 000 yr). Significant numbers of low-mass
discs (with disc/star mass ratios Md/M∗ < 0.1) have appeared by
ages of ≈3000 yr and by 104 yr about half of systems have ratios
Md/M∗ < 0.1. If protostars are ejected from multiple systems, these
usually have low disc masses. Multiple systems tend to have lower
ratios than single stars. In some cases this will be due to massive
discs fragmenting to produce the multiple system, thus leaving a
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Figure 17. The evolution of the total disc masses (left), characteristic disc radii (centre), and the ratio of total disc mass to total stellar mass (right) of the
protostellar systems versus their age. In the upper panels, each line represents the evolution of the disc(s) of a particular system, which may be a single protostar
or a bound multiple protostellar system. The colours denote the order of the system: single (black), binary (red), triple (blue), or quadruple (green). Lines may
stop and start if the components of a system change. For example, if a single protostar becomes bound to a binary system (e.g. via star–disc capture), then the
lines for both the single protostar and the binary will stop, and a new line will appear that represents the evolution of the new triple system. In the lower panels,
we give the cumulative distributions for all protostellar systems, and for systems in three ages ranges: <3000, 3000–10 000, and >10 000 yr. Disc masses and
radii typically increase until ages of 104 yr and the ratio of disc to stellar mass is approximately constant. Beyond this age, the disc masses tend to stabilize and
some resolved discs are lost, so the ratio of disc to stellar mass tends to decline.

lower disc mass to stellar mass ratio than before the fragmentation
occurred. Another contributing factor is dynamical clearing (and
accretion) of disc material in a multiple system.

The protostellar systems we study are very young and many are
accreting rapidly. Therefore, as they age, they are also become more
massive. Because of this it is not possible to separate the evolution
of discs with time from the dependence of disc properties on stellar
mass – disc properties depend on both age and stellar mass.

In the left-hand panels of Fig. 18, we plot the total disc mass ver-
sus the total protostellar mass (that is, the total sink particle mass)
for different instances of all protostellar systems, and the cumu-
lative distributions of total disc mass for the instances of the sys-
tems and, separately, for three different ranges of total stellar mass
(M∗ < 0.1 M�, 0.1 ≤ M∗ < 0.3 M�, and M∗ ≥ 0.3 M�). Systems
that have a greater total mass tend to have a higher multiplicity
(as is observed). Disc masses tend to be greater for more massive
protostellar systems up until M∗ ≈ 0.5 M�. Beyond this mass there
is no strong trend in the disc masses. Lower mass systems have
fewer resolved discs – more than half of the VLM (M∗ < 0.1 M�)
systems do not have resolved discs.

In the middle panels of Fig. 18, we plot the characteristic disc
radius versus the total stellar mass for different instances of the
protostellar systems, and we give the corresponding cumulative
distributions. Discs of VLM systems tend to be a factor of two
smaller than those around systems with masses 0.1 ≤ M∗ < 0.3 M�,
and three times smaller than systems with M∗ ≥ 0.3 M�. For
systems with masses M∗ � 0.5 M�, the typical disc size does not
depend strongly on the total stellar mass, but the largest discs tend
to be found in multiple systems.

In the right-hand panels of Fig. 18, we plot the ratio of the total
disc mass to the total protostellar mass (i.e. sink particle mass) ver-
sus the total stellar mass for different instances of the protostellar
systems, and we provide the corresponding cumulative distribu-
tions. The typical ratios of disc to stellar mass tend to be highest for
systems with intermediate masses (0.1–0.3 M�). For lower masses,
many protostars do not have resolved discs. For systems of higher
mass, as we noted above, the total disc mass becomes independent
of the total protostellar mass, so the disc to star mass ratios tend to
decline roughly inversely proportional to the total protostellar mass.

5.3.2 Disc orientations in binary systems

Bate (2012) examined the relative orientations of the orbits of triple
systems, and also the orientations of sink particle spins relative to
each other and to the orbital plane in binary systems at the end of the
calculation. Sink particle spins can be thought of as modelling the
combined angular momentum of the stars themselves and the inner
part of their circumstellar discs (i.e. radii smaller than the accretion
radii ≤0.5 au). Bate (2012) found that the spins and orbit in binary
systems tend to be aligned with each other if the semimajor axis is
a � 30 au, as is also true observationally (Hale 1994).

In this section, we analyse how the relative orientations of discs,
spins, and orbits depend on separation and age. We restrict our
analysis to bound pairs of protostars in which circumstellar discs
have been identified around both of the protostars. By pairs, we
mean that they may be binaries, or they may be mutual closest
neighbours in multiple systems (e.g. the closest pair in a triple
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Figure 18. The total disc masses (left), characteristic disc radii (centre), and the ratio of total disc mass to total stellar mass (right) of the protostellar systems
versus their total stellar mass. In the upper panels, each dot represents an instance of disc(s) of a particular system, which may be a single protostar or a bound
multiple protostellar system. A single system may be represented by many dots that give the state of the system at different times. The colours denote the order
of the system: single (black), binary (red), triple (blue), or quadruple (green). A particular system may be represented by many instances (taken at different
times). In the lower panels, we give the cumulative distributions for all protostellar systems, and for systems in three stellar mass ranges: <0.1, 0.1–0.3, and
>0.3 M�. Disc masses tend to be greater for more massive protostellar systems. Discs around VLM (<0.1 M�) systems are noticeably smaller than those
around more massive systems. For more massive systems, the typical disc size does not depend strongly on the total stellar mass, but the largest discs tend
to be found around some of the most massive systems, and these tend to be multiple systems. The typical ratios of disc to stellar mass tend to be highest for
systems with intermediate masses (0.1–0.3 M�) and they tend to decline strongly with increasing mass for >0.3 M�.

system with a wider companion, or a pair in a quadruple system of
which there may be one or two). Each circumstellar disc must have
a mass of Md ≥ 4.3 × 10−4 M� (i.e. at least 30 SPH particles).
This may seem like a low value, but all we need to determine is the
angular momentum vector of the disc and 30 particles are sufficient.
The trends that we find do not change if we either decrease the limit
to 10 SPH particles, or increase the limit to 100 SPH particles,
but in the latter case we are left with fewer instances of discs
in close pairs because the circumstellar discs in these systems are
dynamically constrained to be small (and, thus, typically low mass).
In the analysis that follows, we have 653 instances of pairs with two
circumstellar discs in 71 distinct systems. Of these, 390 instances
are binaries in 55 different systems, and 263 are instances of 34
different pairs in higher order systems. Note that a particular pair of
protostars may be a component of a high-order system for one period
of time, and a binary at a different time (e.g. the outer component
of triple system may be dynamically unbound).

We begin by considering the distributions of the relative orienta-
tion angle between the two circumstellar discs. We find no signif-
icant dependence on the total mass of the protostellar system, but
we do find that the relative angle depends on the separation of the
pair and on the age of the system. In Fig. 19, we plot the relative
orientation angle for instances of protostellar pairs versus their sep-
aration (semimajor axis) and various cumulative distributions for
all pairs and for subsets depending on their ages, separations, and
separating binaries and pairs in higher order multiple systems. The
circumstellar discs tend to be more aligned with each other in tighter

pairs (left-hand panels of Fig. 19). A clear progression is seen in the
cumulative distributions in the bottom left panel from systems with
separations a > 1000 au to a < 30 au. Systems with separations
a � 100 au have a strong tendency for alignment. The dependence
on separation is likely due to two main effects. First, with typical
disc sizes a � 100 au, disc fragmentation tends to produce a larger
fraction of close systems than wide systems, and it is expected that
the circumstellar discs resulting from such fragmentation will be
well aligned. This is indeed the case in the simulation. In the top
right panel of Fig. 19 the long-short dashed line gives the cumula-
tive distribution of disc–disc orientation angles for pairs for which
at least one of the components was created by disc fragmentation
and it is clear that the vast majority of the circumstellar discs in
these pairs are well aligned. Three quarters of these pairs have sep-
arations less than 100 au, and all have separations less than 220 au.
Secondly, the orbital time-scale is much shorter for closer systems,
so the gravitational torques acting on the discs that acts to align the
discs with the orbit will occur on a shorter time-scale. Indeed, the
circumstellar discs also become more aligned with increasing age
(top right panel of Fig. 19). Not only will gravitational torques act-
ing on the discs tend to align the discs with the orbital plane, but if a
binary is formed with misaligned discs, further accretion of gas from
outside the system will also tend to align the two discs. The bottom
two panels of Fig. 19 show that circumstellar discs of pairs tend
to be more closely aligned in high-order multiple systems than in
binaries. This is likely related to their formation. A significant num-
ber of binary systems form via star–disc encounters (Section 4.4) in
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Figure 19. Distributions of the relative orientation angle between the two circumstellar discs in bound protostellar pairs. Pairs include both binaries and bound
pairs in hierarchical triple or quadruple systems. In the top left panel, we plot the relative orientation angle of each pair versus its semimajor axis, with binary
systems in black, pairs in triples in red, and pairs in quadruples in blue. In the remaining panels, we give the cumulative distributions of the orientation angles.
In the top-right panel, we give the cumulative distributions for all pairs and pairs in three different age ranges. We also give separate distributions for binary
systems, for pairs in triple or quadruple systems, and for pairs for which at least one of the components was created by disc fragmentation. In the bottom-left
panel, we plot the cumulative distributions for four ranges of semimajor axes for all pairs, and we also plot the separate distributions of binaries, and pairs that
are components of triples or quadruples. In the bottom-right panel, we plot the cumulative distributions for semimajor axes a < 100 au and a > 100 au for
all pairs, binaries, and pairs that are components of triples or quadruples. The circumstellar discs become more aligned with increasing age. The circumstellar
discs of pairs also tend to be more closely aligned in high-order multiple systems than in binaries.

which the circumstellar discs are usually misaligned. On the other
hand, a significant number of pairs in higher order multiple systems
originate from disc fragmentation, in which it is natural for the re-
sulting circumstellar discs to be aligned with the orbit. The sense
of this dependence of the relative orientation on whether the pair is
a binary or a component of a higher order multiple system is the
same for both close systems (separations <100 au) or wide systems
(separations >100 au), but it is stronger for wider systems (bottom
right panel of Fig. 19).

Next we consider the distributions of the relative orientation an-
gles of the circumstellar discs and the orbital plane of pairs. In
Fig. 20, we plot the same quantities as we plotted for the relative
orientations angles of the two discs in Fig. 19. Note that there are
two values for each pair since there are two circumstellar discs.
Compared to the disc–disc alignment, we find that the discs in close
systems are slightly better aligned with each other than with the
orbit, but that for wide systems there is a greater fraction of highly
misaligned discs than there are discs that are highly misaligned

with orbits. For example, only ≈7 per cent of discs are misaligned
by more than 90◦ relative to the orbit, while ≈15 per cent of discs are
misaligned with each other by more than 90◦. There is less depen-
dence of the disc–orbit relative orientation angles on either age (top
right panel of Fig. 20), or separation (bottom left panel of Fig. 20),
or whether the pair is a binary or a component of a higher order
multiple system (bottom right panel of Fig. 20) than for disc–disc
alignment. Together these relations indicate that it is probably the
way the binary formed (e.g. disc fragmentation, star–disc encounter,
etc.) and the subsequent accretion of gas that are most important for
the tendency for alignment that is seen in these young protostellar
systems, rather than realignment of the discs with the orbital plane
via gravitational torques. However, realignment would be expected
to have significant effects on longer time-scales.

In Fig. 21 we examine the relative orientation angles of the spins
of the sink particles of pairs. Recall that these can be thought of
as providing the angular momenta of the protostar and the inner
part of its disc. The same dependencies on age, separation, and
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Figure 20. Distributions of the relative orientation angle between each circumstellar disc and the orbital plane in bound protostellar pairs. Pairs include
both binaries and bound pairs in hierarchical triple or quadruple systems. In the top left panel, we plot the relative orientation angle of each pair versus
its semimajor axis, with binary systems in black, pairs in triples in red, and pairs in quadruples in blue. In the remaining panels, we give the cumulative
distributions of the orientation angles. In the top-right panel, we give the cumulative distributions for all pairs and pairs in three different age ranges. We also
give separate distributions for binary systems, for pairs in triple or quadruple systems, and for pairs for which at least one of the components was created by
disc fragmentation. In the bottom-left panel, we plot the cumulative distributions for four ranges of semimajor axes for all pairs, and we also plot the separate
distributions of binaries, and pairs that are components of triples or quadruples. In the bottom-right panel, we plot the cumulative distributions for semimajor
axes a < 100 au and a > 100 au for all pairs, binaries, and pairs that are components of triples or quadruples. The circumstellar discs become more aligned
with the orbital plane pair with increasing age. The circumstellar discs of pairs also tend to be more closely aligned with the orbital plane in high-order multiple
systems than in binaries. However, both of these trends are weaker than when comparing the relative orientations of the two discs in a pair.

the multiplicity of the system are seen for spin-spin alignment as
for disc–disc and disc–orbit alignment. However, overall, the spins
tend to be less well aligned with each other than the discs are with
each other, or than the discs are aligned with the orbit. For exam-
ple, ≈25 per cent of spins are misaligned by more than 90◦. The
spins will tend to trace the angular momentum of the material that
protostar first formed from better than either the discs or the or-
bital angular momentum do. If, for example, the protostars formed
in relative isolation from each other and then became bound dur-
ing a star–disc encounter, the spins would generally be expected
to be more misaligned with each other than the circumstellar discs
because the discs would suffer gravitational torques during the en-
counter whereas the spins can only be affected by accretion. Thus,
it is to be expected that the spins are less well aligned than the cir-
cumstellar discs. In Fig. 22 we check whether or not this is the case
by plotting the cumulative distributions of the disc–disc, disc–orbit,
spin–spin, and disc–spin orientation angles for 32 bound pairs that

are formed by star–disc encounters. The relative orientations of the
protostellar spins are not quite randomly distributed as there is an
excess of systems with relative angles <20◦ and a deficit above
150◦, but between these values the distribution is roughly uniform.
As expected the disc–disc and disc–orbit orientation angles show
a greater tendency for alignment. Finally, we note that the relative
orientation angles of the circumstellar discs and the spins of the
sink particles are almost all <90◦ (i.e. the discs and spins rotate in
the same sense) and 80 per cent have relative angles <45◦.

In Fig. 23 we consider the relative orientation angles of the cir-
cumstellar discs and the spins of the sink particles for all bound
protostellar pairs. It is no surprise that there is a strong preference
for alignment, since the spins nominally represent the angular mo-
mentum of the protostar itself and the inner part of the disc, and
the sink particles accrete from the discs. However, in contrast to
the relative orientation angles of the other components, there is es-
sentially no dependence on age, separation, or multiplicity. This
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Figure 21. Distributions of the relative orientation angle between the two sink particle spins in bound protostellar pairs. Pairs include both binaries and bound
pairs in hierarchical triple or quadruple systems. In the top left panel, we plot the relative orientation angle of each pair versus its semimajor axis, with binary
systems in black, pairs in triples in red, and pairs in quadruples in blue. In the remaining panels, we give the cumulative distributions of the orientation angles.
In the top-right panel, we give the cumulative distributions for all pairs and pairs in three different age ranges. We also give separate distributions for binary
systems, for pairs in triple or quadruple systems, and for pairs for which at least one of the components was created by disc fragmentation. In the bottom-left
panel, we plot the cumulative distributions for four ranges of semimajor axes for all pairs, and we also plot the separate distributions of binaries, and pairs that
are components of triples or quadruples. In the bottom-right panel, we plot the cumulative distributions for semimajor axes a < 100 au and a > 100 au for all
pairs, binaries, and pairs that are components of triples or quadruples. The sink particle spins are less well aligned with each other than the circumstellar discs.
The trend of greater alignment for smaller orbital separation is stronger for sink particle spins than for the relative orientations of circumstellar discs. However,
there is less dependence on age.

seems to indicate that although the protostars are accreting from
their discs this does not lead to appreciable realignment of the sink
particle spin with the disc, at least over time-scales of ∼104 yr.

For comparison with Fig. 23, in Fig. 24 we plot the cumula-
tive distributions of the relative orientation angles between resolved
discs and sink particle spins for all circumstellar discs (4822 in-
stances) and for circumstellar discs around isolated protostars (1226
instances). Again we have limited the analysis to circumstellar discs
that are represented by more than 30 SPH particles. The distribu-
tions are very similar to those of circumstellar discs and sink particle
spins in bound pairs. However, looking at all protostars or isolated
protostars we can see some evolution with age. In both cases, the
discs and the spins are more closely aligned at younger ages and
they become (slightly) less well aligned at older ages.

The results for the relative orientation angles between circum-
stellar discs and sink particle spins can be understood if the angular

momentum of most resolved discs is incessantly being changed.
The spins never ‘catch up’ by accreting from the disc because the
larger scale disc is continually being reorientated. In fact, statis-
tically speaking, the discs and spins tend to be better aligned at
young ages (presumably because the protostar and its young disc
have originated from a relatively small, coherent volume of gas) and
become less well aligned with increasing age. Indeed, if one exam-
ines specific cases, accretion, dynamical encounters, ram-pressure
stripping, etc., all act to cause the relative orientation angle to change
with time. Misalignment of the large-scale discs with respect to the
inner part of the disc and the protostellar spin naturally has implica-
tions for the misalignment between planetary orbits and the rotation
axes of their host stars. Bate et al. (2010) and Fielding et al. (2015)
have both considered the effects of accretion from turbulent clouds
on the relative orientation of discs and stellar spins. The difficulty
with these studies is in trying to predict how the relative orientation
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Figure 22. For the 32 bound protostellar pairs formed by star–disc encoun-
ters, we plot the cumulative distributions of the relative orientation angle
between the two circumstellar discs (disc–disc), the circumstellar discs and
the orbit (disc–orbit), the two sink particle spins (spin–spin), and the circum-
stellar disc and spin of the associated protostar (disc–spin). The spin–spin
angles are close to randomly distributed, while other relative angles show
stronger tendencies for alignment. Circumstellar discs and protostellar spins
almost always rotate in the same sense.

angle evolves from ages of ∼105 yr to the ages when planets are
thought to form (i.e. ∼106 yr). Bate et al. (2010) highlighted the im-
portance of reorientation of the inner disc with the star due to warp
propagation and also considered the effects of dynamical encoun-
ters. Fielding et al. (2015) considered star–disc realignment due to
gravitational quadruple moments. Lai (2014) has also studied the
effects of magnetic star–disc interaction torques on star–disc mis-
alignment. Neglecting these effects, Fielding et al. (2015) studied 14
protostars from their hydrodynamical and magnetohydrodynamical
calculations, sampled at multiple times, and found that approxi-
mately 50 per cent had misalignment angles in excess of 30◦. We
have an almost identical result, but with an order of magnitude more
protostars.

6 C OMPARISON W ITH O BSERVATIONS
A N D F U RTH E R D I S C U S S I O N

In this section, we compare the statistical properties of the discs
obtained in the previous section with the statistical properties of
observed discs around young stars. In doing so, it is important to
keep in mind the limitations of the calculation analysed in this
paper. We discuss two major limitations below; further limitations
are discussed in Section 6.3.

A major limitation is that the calculations do not follow the
evolution of the discs for very long – even the oldest discs have
ages <105 yr, and most have ages ∼104 yr. Protostars with such
ages are usually thought of as being Class 0 objects. However,
fundamentally, Class 0 objects are those that still have substantial
envelopes (Andre et al. 1993) – this will be more common for young
objects than older objects, but Class 0, I, and II objects do not
necessarily form a neat age sequence. Kurosawa et al. (2004) found
that even at an age of ≈105 yr, a star-forming region can have a
mixture of objects ranging from Class 0 to Class III (see also Offner
et al. 2012). Objects identified by Kurosawa et al. as having later
types had typically been involved in dynamical interactions that

expelled them from dense regions of molecular gas and/or stripped
their discs. We see such effects in the calculation studied here too,
with a substantial increase in the number of objects without resolved
discs with increasing age.

A second limitation is that there is no accounting for the different
evolution of dust and gas. This is important because observational
determinations of disc masses and radii are usually based on dust
continuum emission at (sub-)mm wavelengths. In Class II objects
where both the gas and dust are observed it is common for the
radius of the gas disc to be larger than that of the (sub-)mm dust
disc (e.g. Isella et al. 2007; Piétu, Dutrey & Guilloteau 2007; Panić
et al. 2009; Andrews et al. 2012; de Gregorio-Monsalvo et al. 2013;
Rosenfeld et al. 2013; Piétu et al. 2014; Pineda et al. 2014; Walsh
et al. 2014; Cleeves et al. 2016; Barenfeld et al. 2017). For ex-
ample, in the Class II object IM Lupus, the gas disc extends to
≈1000 au while the mm dust disc is truncated at ≈300 au (Cleeves
et al. 2016). This effect is expected due to dust growth (Goldre-
ich & Ward 1973; Weidenschilling 1980; Cuzzi, Dobrovolskis &
Champney 1993; Dullemond & Dominik 2004) and inward radial
migration of large grains (Whipple 1972; Weidenschilling 1977).
Evolutionary models of isolated dusty discs show that this has ap-
preciable effects on the outer parts of discs on time-scales of ∼104−5

yr (Birnstiel & Andrews 2014; Pinte & Laibe 2014; Andrews
et al. 2016).

Nevertheless, the fact that all of the systems discussed in this
paper are young minimizes the expected differences between the
distributions gas and dust. Although the masses, radii, and surface
density profiles discussed in Section 5 are formally those of the
gas, because the systems are young (typical ages less than a few
×104 yr) and are often still accreting gas from the molecular cloud,
the differences between the gas and dust distributions are likely
much less than for a typically Class II object. On the other hand,
Tsukamoto, Okuzumi & Kataoka (2017) find that even for Class 0/I
objects the disc masses that are derived from dust emission (when
scaled by the nominal gas-to-dust ratio of 100) may be factors of
3–5 lower than the actual gas mass. Bate & Lorén-Aguilar (2017)
showed that if grains with sizes >10 µm are present in the pre-
stellar core, the dust and gas distributions can differ even during
the initial collapse before the protostar forms. Despite these effects,
deriving gas masses from dust masses currently appears to be more
accurate than deriving the total gas mass from molecular emission
such as CO (e.g. Bruderer et al. 2012; Favre et al. 2013; Bergin et al.
2014; Kama et al. 2016; McClure et al. 2016; Miotello et al. 2017;
Yu et al. 2017).

With these limitations in mind, in the following sections we com-
pare the statistical properties of the discs obtained from the calcula-
tion with the statistical properties of observed discs. In Section 6.1
we begin with observations of Class II objects because, although
they will typically be much older than the discs analysed in this
paper, Class II systems have been much better studied than systems
with earlier types to date. In Section 6.2 we examine the current
status of the statistics of Class 0/I discs. In Section 6.3 we discuss
further limitations of the calculation analysed in this paper, and we
speculate on what we may be able to learn from future studies of
the statistical properties of discs.

6.1 Comparison with Class II disc statistics

Disc masses have been estimated from dust emission since the late
1980s (e.g. Beckwith et al. 1986, 1990). However, for a couple of
decades, the only large sample of resolved circumstellar discs was
that of the sillouhette discs and proplyds in the Orion nebula Cluster
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Figure 23. Distributions of the relative orientation angle between the circumstellar discs and sink particle spins in bound protostellar pairs. Pairs include
both binaries and bound pairs in hierarchical triple or quadruple systems. In the top left panel, we plot the relative orientation angle of each pair versus
its semimajor axis, with binary systems in black, pairs in triples in red, and pairs in quadruples in blue. In the remaining panels, we give the cumulative
distributions of the orientation angles. In the top-right panel, we give the cumulative distributions for all pairs and pairs in three different age ranges. We also
give separate distributions for binary systems, for pairs in triple or quadruple systems, and for pairs for which at least one of the components was created by
disc fragmentation. In the bottom-left panel, we plot the cumulative distributions for four ranges of semimajor axes for all pairs, and we also plot the separate
distributions of binaries, and pairs that are components of triples or quadruples. In the bottom-right panel, we plot the cumulative distributions for semimajor
axes a < 100 au and a > 100 au for all pairs, binaries, and pairs that are components of triples or quadruples. Contrary to the trends for the relative orientations
circumstellar discs with discs or orbits or sink particle spins with orbits, there is very little evolution of the disc–spin cumulative distributions with age and
very little dependence on the semimajor axis of the pair or whether the pair is a binary or a member of a higher order multiple system.

(O’dell et al. 1993; McCaughrean & O’dell 1996; McCaughrean
et al. 2000). The Hubble Space Telescope resolved these Class II
discs down to radii of ≈40. The largest disc has a radius of ≈1000
au, but the typical radius of resolved discs is ∼100 au (Vicente &
Alves 2005).

Over the past decade, improvements in (sub-)millimetre reso-
lution have allowed statistical studies of disc masses and radii
to be carried out in many nearby star-forming regions, including
Ophiuchus and Taurus (Andrews et al. 2009, 2010, 2013; Tripathi
et al. 2017), Lupus (Ansdell et al. 2016; Tazzari et al. 2017), Upper
Scopius (Barenfeld et al. 2016), Chamaelon I (Pascucci et al. 2016),
and σ Orionis (Ansdell et al. 2017). These studies examine Class
II objects which will usually be are at more advanced evolution-
ary stage than the protostars we consider in this paper. However,
it is still instructive to compare these Class II populations with the
sample of discs presented here. In particular, a number of empirical
trends have been found from the above studies.

6.1.1 Disc masses

In this section we use dust masses when referring to the masses of
discs since the observations we discuss are of dust emission. When
discussing the simulated discs, we convert the gas masses into dust
masses using the standard dust to gas ratio of 1:100.

The first large sample of disc masses derived from millimetre
wavelengths was carried out for the Taurus-Auriga dark clouds by
Beckwith et al. (1990). They detected dust discs around 42 per cent
of their sample and obtained dust masses ranging from a few
times 10−5 to 7 × 10−3 M� (i.e. ∼10–2000 M⊕) with an average
mass of ∼10−4 M� (i.e. a gas mass ∼10−2 M�), and disc-to-star
mass ratios less than unity. They did not find any dependence of
disc mass on stellar age.

To compare the disc masses from the hydrodynamical calculation
with those of observed Class II objects, we consider the statistics
from more recent surveys in different regions: the Taurus and Ophi-
uchus regions (Andrews & Williams 2007), the Lupus star-forming
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Figure 24. Cumulative distributions of the relative orientation angle between the circumstellar discs and sink particle spins for protostars. In the left-hand panel,
we give the cumulative distributions for instances for all protostars. In the right-hand panel, we consider only isolated protostars (those without neighbours
within 2000 au). In both cases, we also consider three different age ranges. The distributions do not depend greatly on whether all protostars, isolated protostars,
or protostars in pairs are considered. The relative orientations do depend weakly on age, with younger systems being more closely aligned than older systems.
At these young ages, even though circumstellar discs and protostellar spins have a strong tendency for alignment, 50 per cent are misaligned by more than
≈30◦.

Figure 25. Cumulative distributions of the disc dust mass for the discs of
protostellar systems from the calculation analysed in this paper (solid line),
and for discs of Class II objects observed in different star-forming regions.
The observational surveys are of Taurus/Ophiuchus (Andrews & Williams
2007), the reanalysis of Taurus data (Andrews et al. 2013) by Ansdell et al.
(2016), Lupus (Ansdell et al. 2016), σ Orionis (Ansdell et al. 2017), and
the Upper Scorpius OB association (Barenfeld et al. 2016). As may be
expected, the young discs from the hydrodynamical simulation have higher
masses than those that are typically observed in star-forming regions. The
simulated discs are approximately 1.5 orders of magnitude more massive
than those in Taurus and Lupus, 2 orders of magnitude more massive than
those in σ Orionis, and 2.5 orders of magnitude more massive than those in
Upper Sco.

region (Ansdell et al. 2016), the σ Orionis region (Ansdell et al.
2017), and the Upper Scorpius OB association (Barenfeld et al.
2016). For Taurus, we also consider the reanalysis of the Andrews
et al. (2013) data set by Ansdell et al. (2016) because the latter used
a consistent method of analysis for both the Lupus and Taurus data
sets.

In Fig. 25 we plot the cumulative distributions of disc dust masses
from the simulation, and from the above observational studies. To
make these cumulative distributions, we have simply taken all up-

per limits as being zero mass and stopped the lines at the lowest
detection. This is not the best way to treat upper limits (see any of
the observational papers), but it is sufficient for our purposes and
directly comparable to the way we treat discs that are not resolved
in the simulation.

The mean disc masses of the disc samples in Taurus, Lupus,
Chamaeleon I, σ Orionis, and Upper Scorpius are 〈Mdust〉 ≈ 15,
15, 13, 7, 5 M⊕, respectively, while the median disc masses are
≈3, 3, 2, 2, 0.3 M⊕, respectively (Ansdell et al. 2017). The disc
masses in Taurus, Lupus, and Chamaeleon I seem similar, with
those in σ Orionis a little lower. Upper Scorpius seems to have
disc masses that are a factor of 5 lower than Taurus (Barenfeld
et al. 2016). Similar results are obtained by Pascucci et al. (2016),
who also find that Upper Scorpius may have a steeper Mdust–M∗
relation than the other regions. Tazzari et al. (2017) reanalysed the
more luminous discs in Lupus studied by Ansdell et al. (2016),
excluding unresolved discs, transition discs, and known binaries.
Whereas Ansdell et al. (2016) assumed a constant temperature of
20 K to derive the dust masses, Tazzari et al. (2017) used a varying
temperature model and obtained dust masses that were typically a
factor of two higher than Ansdell et al. (2016). This is consistent
with the masses for Taurus being higher in Andrews & Williams
(2007) than in Ansdell et al. (2016). Similarly, using synthetic ob-
servations of protostellar disc simulations, Dunham, Vorobyov &
Arce (2014) conclude that disc masses derived from observations
at millimetre wavelengths can lead to disc mass underestimates by
up to factors of two or three. On the other hand, the dust masses
derived by Miotello et al. (2017) tend to be 1–2 times smaller than
those of Ansdell et al. (2016). Overall, there is currently uncertainty
in dust masses derived from observations at the level of factors of
a few.

From the cumulative distributions in Fig. 25, the masses of
our resolved discs are ∼30 times more massive than those of the
Class II discs in Taurus/Ophiuchus and Lupus. It is not surprising
that the masses are higher, since the objects from the simulation are
presumably much younger than the observed discs. In the simula-
tion, the highest disc mass is Mdust ≈ 3000 M⊕, or 0.01 M� (i.e.
a gas mass of ≈1 M�). Empirically, the ‘completeness limit’ for
resolved discs in the hydrodynamical calculation is ≈30 M⊕ (i.e. a
gas mass of ≈10−2 M�, or ≈700 SPH particles). Coincidentally,
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these limits are similar to those in the original survey of Beckwith
et al. (1990).

6.1.2 Disc radii

The distributions of disc radii are more difficult to study than disc
mass because high angular resolution is required. The radii of discs
of Class II objects have been studied in the Orion nebula Cluster
(ONC; Vicente & Alves 2005), Ophiuchus (Andrews et al. 2009,
2010), Lupus (Tazzari et al. 2017), and the Upper Scorpius OB As-
sociation (Barenfeld et al. 2017). In addition, Tripathi et al. (2017)
study a collection of 50 discs that are mostly from Taurus and Ophi-
uchus, but with 9 that are in other regions or in isolation. The disc
radii range from ≈40 to 1000 au, ≈20 to 200 au, ≈10 to 400 au,
≈20 to 200 au, and 6 to 50 au in the five samples, respectively.
All of these studies consider radii based on dust profiles, but in the
ONC they are derived from optical dust absorption (discs seen in
sillouhette against background nebulosity), whereas in all the other
surveys they are based on millimetre dust emission. Barenfeld et al.
(2017) measures both dust and gas radii for seven discs, finding that
the radii of the gas discs (30–170 au) are larger than those measured
using the dust in four of the seven cases. At face value, Baren-
feld et al. find that the dust disc radii in Upper Scorpius are three
times smaller than those found in the other regions (median radii
of 21 au).

In the upper panel of Fig. 26 we plot the cumulative distributions
of disc sizes of the observed samples, excluding that of Barenfeld
et al. (2017), and two distributions derived from the simulation.
From the simulation, we plot the distribution obtained using all
protostellar systems (solid line) and the distribution obtained only
from protostars that have not had encounters with other protostars
closer than 2000 au. The latter is steeper as the largest discs tend
to be found in multiple systems (Section 5.3.1), and dynamical
encounters or companions are primarily responsible for producing
unresolved discs (Section 5.1). At face value, the four observed
distributions have median disc radii that range from one to two
times the median radii of the discs of protostellar systems from the
calculation (excluding unresolved discs). The observed disc radii are
also in reasonable agreement with the distribution from protostars
that have not had encounters, although the latter distribution is
somewhat steeper. However, the question becomes how to deal
with non-detections and upper limits in the observational surveys.

Vicente & Alves (2005) provide an estimated correction for the
number of unresolved discs in the ONC which we have already used
to plot the cumulative distribution in the upper panel of Fig. 26. But
an added complication for the ONC is that the disc radii are deter-
mined from optical dust absorption which essentially give the outer
radii of the discs, whereas the other surveys and the simulations
measure characteristic disc radii that contain ≈63 per cent of the
disc mass. To account for this, we can reduce the disc radii given
by Vicente & Alves (2005) by a factor of 0.632. If the disc surface
density profile is �(r) ∝ r−1 (as is typical for the isolated discs
in Section 5.2), this would give characteristic radius that contains
a similar mass fraction to the other observational surveys and the
simulated discs.

In Lupus, Tazzari et al. (2017) give the number of systems that
they are unable to determine disc radii for, but there is no indication
of completeness in the studies of Andrews et al. (2009, 2010) and
Tripathi et al. (2017). Piétu et al. (2014) performed a high angular
resolution study of faint discs in the Taurus star-forming region.
They found that all of the faint discs were much smaller than the

Figure 26. Cumulative distributions of the characteristic radii for the
discs from the calculation analysed in this paper (solid line: all systems;
dot-long-dashed line: protostars that have not had encounters closer than
2000 au), and for discs observed in the Orion nebula Cluster (Vicente &
Alves 2005), Lupus (Tazzari et al. 2017), a sample of discs in Taurus, Ophi-
uchus, and other regions (Tripathi et al. 2017), and Ophiuchus (Andrews
et al. 2009, 2010). In the top panel, we give the raw observed distributions
from the above papers. In the bottom panel, we apply some corrections.
For the Orion nebula, we scale the radii by a factor of 63.2 per cent to take
account of the fact that the observed radii are from extinction (sihouettes)
rather than from dust emission profiles. For Lupus and Taurus, we attempt
to take account of the fact that not all of the radii are able to be determined
for the sample. Our best estimate is that the observed disc have similar sizes
to those produced in the numerical simulation; the discs in Orion may be up
to a factor of two larger. Excluding protostars that have had encounters or
have companions closer than 2000 au results in a steeper distribution.

bright discs that were previously imaged. They found that half of
their discs had characteristic radii smaller than 10 au, and concluded
that up to 25 per cent of the entire disc population of Taurus may
consist of very compact dust discs.

Making these adjustments to the observational data for the ONC,
Lupus, and Taurus/Ophiuchus data sets, we plot the cumulative dis-
tributions of the characteristic disc radii of modified observational
data and the simulated discs in the bottom panel of Fig. 26. Now the
characteristic radii of the discs from the simulated protostellar sys-
tems seem to be in good agreement with the disc sizes in the ONC
and Taurus/Ophiuchus, but about a factor of two larger than the disc
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radii in the Lupus. We note that accounting for the incompleteness
of the Lupus survey, the median disc size in Lupus may be similar
to that recently found by Barenfeld et al. (2017) in Upper Scorpius.
We also note that the results from the hydrodynamical simulation
and the Lupus and Upper Scorpius results are consistent with Piétu
et al. (2014)’s assertion that up to 25 per cent of the discs in Taurus
may be very compact. The simulated distribution from protostars
that have not had encounters closer than 2000 au remains too steep,
implying that including multiple systems and at least some dynam-
ical encounters is necessary to reproduce the observed disc size
distribution, particularly the population of very small discs.

Given the uncertainties in the observations, particularly in terms
of upper limits and sample completeness, agreement at the level
of a factor of two is reasonable. Indeed, there are several reasons
why the agreement may not have been expected to be this good.
First, we know from the previous sections that the disc radii in the
simulations tend to increase with age. Secondly, if real discs evolve
viscously, they will also grow in size. Thirdly, the calculations do not
include magnetic fields. Naively, magnetic fields would be expected
to result in smaller discs due to magnetic braking. We will return to
this point in Section 6.3.

Finally, we note from Fig. 26 that the observed distributions of
disc radii for the Orion nebula Cluster and for Taurus/Ophiuchus are
very similar, despite the stellar densities being very different. How
can this be the case if dynamical interactions are important in setting
disc properties? This is possible if protostars form in small groups
independent of the stellar density on larger scales. Then dynamical
interactions between protostars will occur within the small groups
as they are forming, potentially truncating discs, before the groups
disperse. Even in Taurus, many of the young stars are observed to be
in groups of around a dozen protostars (Gomez et al. 1993) which
may have been more compact in the past.

6.1.3 Disc properties versus stellar mass

There is general agreement from studies of nearby star-forming
regions that disc mass increases with stellar mass (see the discussion
in Andrews et al. 2013), and this relation seems to extend into the
sub-stellar (Klein et al. 2003; Scholz, Jayawardhana & Wood 2006;
Schaefer et al. 2009; Mohanty et al. 2013; Daemgen et al. 2016;
van der Plas et al. 2016; Testi et al. 2016) and planetary-mass (Bayo
et al. 2017) regimes. The exact dependence, however, is model
dependent, for example, whether or not disc temperature is scaled
with stellar luminosity, and the assumptions made about the disc
size; see for example Pascucci et al. (2016) and Hendler et al.
(2017). Andrews et al. (2013) found that the millimetre flux scales
as Fmm ∝ M1.5−2.0

∗ for Class II discs in the Taurus region and they
argue that, accounting for dust temperature scaling, this supports
a roughly linear scaling of disc mass with stellar mass (i.e. Md ∝
M∗) with a dispersion of ≈0.7 dex. Ansdell et al. (2016) found a
slope of Md ∝ M1.8±0.4

∗ with dispersion of 0.9 ± 0.2 for Lupus,
and Md ∝ M1.7±0.2

∗ with dispersion of 0.7 ± 0.1 for Taurus, but a
steeper slope of Md ∝ M2.4±0.4

∗ with dispersion of 0.7 ± 0.1 for
Upper Scorpius. Barenfeld et al. (2016) obtained Md ∝ M1.7±0.4

∗
in Upper Scorpius. Pascucci et al. (2016) derive Md ∝ M1.6±0.3

∗ in
Chamaeleon I and assert that this is similar to the relations in Taurus
and Lupus, with the relation in Upper Scorpius being steeper.

The disc masses from the hydrodynamical simulation clearly
scale with stellar mass (left- and right-hand panels of Fig. 18).
The scaling appears to be roughly linear up to M∗ ≈ 0.5 M�,
with no obvious trend above this mass. A formal fit to all sys-

tems with total protostellar masses M∗ < 0.5 M� and disc masses
Md > 0.001 M� gives Md ∝ M0.72±0.03

∗ . Limiting the fit to single
protostars with M∗ < 0.5 M� gives Md ∝ M0.85±0.04

∗ (i.e. close to
a linear dependence). For more massive systems (most of which
are multiple) Md ∝ M−0.09±0.05

∗ (i.e. there is no significant depen-
dence). We caution against over interpreting these fits because of
the fact that at these young ages, both age and stellar mass matter.
There is also a very large dispersion of at least 0.6 dex about these
relations (excluding unresolved discs). These scaling relations are
broadly consistent with the observed relations for Class II objects,
even though the simulated objects are much younger and the disc
masses are substantially higher. From Section 5.1, we have seen
that cause of much of the dispersion is due to dynamical interac-
tions with other protostars; the dispersions of disc masses and radii
of protostars that have never been within 2000 au of another proto-
star are significantly narrower (see Fig. 14). The implication is that
the observed scaling relations of disc mass with stellar mass and
their dispersion originate from the formation process, including dy-
namical interactions, and are not due to subsequent disc evolution.

Recent observations have found evidence that the discs of brown
dwarfs may typically be smaller than the discs of more massive
T Tauri stars (Testi et al. 2016; Hendler et al. 2017). The first
resolved observations of discs around VLM objects found disc sizes
may range from 30 to 70 au to larger than 200 au (Ricci et al. 2013,
2014). Testi et al. (2016) found evidence that two discs of VLM
objects in Ophiuchus may have sharp outer disc radii of ≈25 au,
with three other discs having radii between 50 and 150 au, depending
on model parameters. From modelling spectral energy distributions,
Hendler et al. (2017) find that out of 11 young stars with masses
M∗ � 0.2 M�, 7 likely have disc radii smaller than 10 au, with the
remaining four objects having radii from 10 to 80 au.

If it is confirmed that the discs of VLM objects are smaller than
those of more massive stars, this would be consistent with the trend
that we find from the hydrodynamical simulations of smaller discs
around lower mass objects (e.g. the middle column of panels of
Fig. 18). We find that discs of protostellar systems with masses
M∗ < 0.1 M� are typically half the size of systems with masses
0.1–0.3 M� and 3–4 times smaller those around systems with
masses M∗ > 0.3 M�. Taken at face value, Fig. 18 implies that
roughly half of discs around systems with M∗ < 0.1 M� should have
characteristic radii smaller than 20 au whereas for more massive
systems about half should have radii smaller than 40 au. The caveat
is that, as we have seen, the disc properties of these young protostars
also evolve with time and extrapolating from ∼104−5 to ∼106 yr is
risky.

The observed small disc sizes would be consistent with brown
dwarfs being ejected from multiple protostellar systems during their
formation (Reipurth & Clarke 2001; Bate, Bonnell & Bromm 2002a;
Goodwin & Whitworth 2007; Stamatellos, Hubber & Whitworth
2007; Bate 2009a, 2012). The evidence of sharp outer radii for two
objects found by Testi et al. (2016) also hints at this formation
mechanism. However, it is also possible that small dust disc sizes
may result from more efficient radial drift of dust in discs around
low-mass objects (Pinilla et al. 2013).

6.1.4 Disc radius versus disc mass

Using 880 µm observations, Andrews et al. (2010) found that discs
with lower luminosities are smaller, but they do not necessarily have
lower surface brightnesses. They found a relation between disc mass
and characteristic radius of Md ∝ r1.6±0.3

c . Piétu et al. (2014) found
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Figure 27. The total disc masses versus characteristic disc radii of the
protostellar systems versus their total stellar mass. Each dot represents an
instance of disc(s) of a particular system, which may be a single protostar
or a bound multiple protostellar system. The colours denote the order of the
system: single (black), binary (red), triple (blue), or quadruple (green). A
particular system may be represented by many instances (taken at differ-
ent times). There is a weak dependence of the total mass of a disc on its
characteristic radius.

a similar correlation at 1.3 mm, and subsequent observations in both
the same and different star-forming regions have confirmed the trend
(Andrews 2015; Tazzari et al. 2017; Tripathi et al. 2017). Tripathi
et al. (2017) found that the mm-luminosity scales as the square of
the effective disc radius, implying that the luminosity scales lin-
early with the emitting area and that the average surface brightness
is roughly constant for all luminosities. Tazzari et al. (2017), who
excluded binaries and transition discs, also found that the luminos-
ity increases with effective radius, but obtained a shallower relation
L ∝ R5/4

c . Andrews et al. (2010) and Tripathi et al. (2017) note that
such relations are not expected from viscous evolution or photoe-
vaporation. Both discuss the possibility that the relation may orig-
inate from the initial angular momentum distribution in molecular
clouds. Tripathi et al. also point out that the scaling may be due to
the migration and growth of solids in discs, and/or that it may be due
to unresolved optically thick (dust) emission with filling factors of a
few tens of percent (e.g. rings; Pinilla et al. 2012; Lorén-Aguilar &
Bate 2015).

In Fig. 27 we plot disc mass versus the characteristic disc ra-
dius for our protostellar systems. Both inspection of the figure and
a linear regression confirm that more massive discs do tend to be
larger. However, the relation is not as strong as that found for ob-
served Class II objects. If we take all protostellar systems with disc
masses Md > 0.001 M�, we obtain a relation Md ∝ r0.20±0.03

c with
a large dispersion of 0.7 dex. If we limit the analysis to systems
with total stellar masses of M∗ < 0.5 M�, we find the slightly
stronger relation Md ∝ r0.28±0.04

c and if we further consider only
single protostars we obtain Md ∝ r0.37±0.05

c , but the dispersions in-
crease to 0.9 and 1.1 dex, respectively. For systems with total stellar
masses M∗ > 0.5 M� (most of which are multiple systems), we
find Md ∝ r−0.12±0.04

c with a dispersion of 0.6 dex (i.e. there is little
dependence of disc mass on disc radius for more massive systems).
Thus, part of the observed relation may come from the initial con-
ditions of protostellar discs, but other evolutionary effects probably
dominate the observed relation (e.g. dust evolution).

6.1.5 Young stars without discs

By the end of the hydrodynamical calculation, there are a large
number of protostars without resolved discs. Even at ages of
≈104 yr, ≈30 per cent of protostellar systems have disc masses
Md, gas < 0.01 M�. Part of this will be due to the limited numerical
resolution, so the discless populations from the numerical simula-
tions must be considered weak upper limits. But as we have shown,
most of the destruction of discs is due to dynamical interactions
between protostars, with ram-pressure stripping also having a role.
Thus, even with high numerical resolution some very young proto-
stars would be left with little or no disc material. Is it realistic that
at ages <105 yr, a significant fraction of protostars are discless or
have only very small discs?

Observationally, this is a very difficult question to answer. The
main two problems are sample selection and sensitivity. For exam-
ple, young stars are often classified as classical T Tauri stars (CTTS)
and weak-line T Tauri stars (WTTS) based on H alpha emission,
associated with disc accretion. Alternatively, they may be referred
to as Class II or Class III objects. It is usually assumed that WTTS
or Class III objects are ‘more evolved’ and therefore older. But this
is not necessarily the case – some fraction of WTTS or Class III
may be young (Kurosawa et al. 2004). Furthermore, some CTTS ap-
pear discless, while some WTTS have discs. For example, in IC348
Lada et al. (2006) find that ≈20 per cent are discless while, on the
other hand, 12 per cent of WTTS are found to have thick, primordial
discs. They also find the disc fractions peak with solar-type stars,
and decline for both higher and lower masses. It is also possible that
some stars move between the CTTS and WTTS states.

For the youngest star-forming regions (a few Myr), observa-
tional determinations of disc fractions typically range from ≈50 to
85 per cent (Haisch, Lada & Lada 2000; Lada et al. 2000; Haisch,
Lada & Lada 2001; Lada et al. 2006; Balog et al. 2007; Guarcello
et al. 2007; Hernández et al. 2007a,b, 2008; Harvey et al. 2008).
From these studies, the highest disc fractions of ≈85 per cent (de-
termined using JHKL colours or Spitzer data) have been found in
Orion nebula Cluster, NGC 2024, NGC1333, and NGC2068/71.
Recently, Ribas et al. (2014) examined disc fractions consistently
in 22 young associations using data over a wide range of wave-
lengths. Their highest overall disc fractions were 60–70 per cent in
NGC1333 and Taurus. Thus, there seems to be scope for a very
young discless population at the level of 15–30 per cent and, as dis-
cussed in Section 6.1.2, Piétu et al. (2014) concluded that up to
25 per cent of the entire disc population of Taurus may consist of
very compact dust discs. But as mentioned above, we stress that be-
cause of the limited resolution in the hydrodynamical calculation,
the discless population that we obtain here should be treated as a
weak upper limit.

6.2 Comparison with observed Class 0/I objects

Surveys of Class 0/I objects are not yet as extensive as for
Class II objects due to the smaller numbers of objects and the
difficulty of separating disc and envelope emission (e.g. Looney,
Mundy & Welch 2000). Some early studies of Class 0 and I objects
inferred masses of unresolved discs ranging from 0.01 to 1.7 M�
(dust masses 30–6000 M⊕) with typical masses of 0.05–0.2 M�
(dust masses 200–700 M⊕) (Jørgensen et al. 2009; Enoch et al.
2011). But, only a few years ago there was much debate about
whether Class 0/I objects had discs larger than ≈10 au or not.
Some early observational studies found little evidence for large
young discs (e.g. Maury et al. 2010), and this was taken as evidence
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that magnetic braking may inhibit large discs from forming (see
Section 6.3) until a later evolutionary stage. However, subsequent
observations of Class 0 protostars have found a mixture of both
small and large discs. B335 is estimated to have a disc radius <5 au
(Yen et al. 2015), and no Keplerian discs are detected in NGC 1333
IRAS 2A (Brinch, Jørgensen & Hogerheijde 2009; Maret et al.
2014) or L1157-mm (Yen et al. 2015). Large discs have been found
in HH111 with a disc radius of ≈160 au (Lee et al. 2016), HH211
with a disc radius of ∼80 au (Lee et al. 2009), NGC1333 IRAS
4A2 with a disc radius of ∼310 au Choi et al. (2010), L1527 with
a disc radius of ≈70 au (Tobin et al. 2012; Ohashi et al. 2014; Aso
et al. 2017), VLA 1623 with a disc radius of ≈190 au (Murillo &
Lai 2013; Murillo et al. 2013), TMC-1A with a disc radius ∼100
au (Yen et al. 2013; Harsono et al. 2014; Aso et al. 2015), HH212
with a disc radius ≈60 au (Codella et al. 2014; Lee et al. 2017a),
and Lupus 3 MMS with a radius of ≈100 au (Yen et al. 2017).
Individually, all of these observed disc radii are consistent with the
size distribution of protostellar discs presented in this paper. To
make further progress, we need to compare the distributions of disc
properties from observation and theory.

Surveys of Class 0/I discs are now being made. Harsono et al.
(2014) detected rotationally supported discs around three out of
four Class I objects. All four objects have outer radii �100 au, with
one object having an upper limit of 50 au. The disc masses ranged
from 0.004 to 0.033 M�. Tobin et al. (2015) studied nine Class
0 and two Class I objects with 70-au resolution, finding flattened
structures with radii >100 au around two sources and marginally
resolved structures around three others. Yen et al. (2017) studied
three Class 0 protostars and, in addition to the 100-au resolved
disc of Lupus 3 MMS mentioned above, used kinematic data to
estimate disc radii of ≈20 and ≈6 au for the other two objects with
disc masses ∼0.01–0.03 M�. First results from the VLA Nascent
Disk and Multiplicity survey (Segura-Cox et al. 2016) (1601.03040)
found discs radii from 10 to 30 au for one Class I and six Class 0
objects in Perseus. Again these sizes are in good agreement with
the typical sizes found in this paper. It should be noted, however,
that this survey was conducted at wavelengths of 8 mm which may
be biased towards finding small disc radii due to dust evolution (i.e.
growth and radial migration). One of their objects (Per-emb-14)
that was determined to have a disc radius of ≈30 au at 8 mm was
also resolved at a wavelength of 1.3 mm by Tobin et al. (2015) and
found to have a flattened structure with a radius >100 au. Thus care
needs to be taken when interpreting the effects of wavelength and
sensitivity on measurements of disc radii.

We note that although the values of power-law slopes of tem-
perature, q, and surface density, λ, the disc radii determined by
Segura-Cox et al. (2016) are very poorly constrained, the charac-
teristic disc radii rc that are determined for a particular object with
different values of q and γ hardly vary at all. This is likely because
of the point we made in Section 2.3, namely that rc simply gives
the radius that contains 63.2 per cent of the total disc mass (or flux)
regardless of the value of γ that is used in equation (1) (as long as
γ < 2).

In Fig. 28 we plot the cumulative distributions of characteristic
disc radii from all protostellar systems in the hydrodynamical cal-
culation, and a compilation of 20 disc radii of Class 0 objects from
the papers mentioned above. Given the small number of observed
objects, the difficulties in determining the disc radii of Class 0 ob-
jects, and the fact that the sample has not been well defined, the
agreement is ridiculously good.

There are not many estimates of disc masses for Class 0 protostars
to date. The unresolved observations of Jørgensen et al. (2009)

Figure 28. Cumulative distributions of the characteristic radii for the discs
from the calculation analysed in this paper (solid line), and for 20 observed
discs of Class 0 objects from the literature. The agreement is reasonable,
given the uncertainties in determining Class 0 disc radii and the fact that the
observations are not of a well-defined sample of objects.

and Enoch et al. (2011) gave estimated masses ranging from 0.01
to 1.7 M� (dust masses 30–6000 M⊕). Segura-Cox et al. (2016)
publish masses ranging from 0.09 to 0.36 M� (dust masses 300–
1000 M⊕) for the six Class 0 objects they studied. Tobin estimates
a disc mass of 0.007 M� (dust mass 20 M⊕) for L1527 IRS. These
nicely span the range of disc masses that are found for the protostars
in our hydrodynamical calculation (see Fig. 25). Thus, Class 0 disc
masses are potentially ∼30 times more massive than the typical
Class II disc masses as suggested by Fig. 25.

Yen et al. (2017) examined the specific angular momentum pro-
files in eight Class 0 objects and found signs of disc growth with
disc radius increasing with protostellar mass as Rd ∝ M0.8±0.14

∗ or
age as Rd ∝ t1.09 ± 0.37 in the Class 0 stage. Extending the sample
to include 10 Class I objects, they obtained shallower slopes of
Rd ∝ M0.24±0.12

∗ and Rd ∝ t0.18 ± 0.09. They speculated that this may
indicate rapid growth of disc size during the Class 0 phase, and then
slower growth in the Class I phase. The characteristic disc radii from
the hydrodynamical simulation clearly increase with stellar mass up
to M∗ ≈ 0.5 M� (middle panels of Fig. 18). A fit to all systems with
total protostellar mass M∗ ≈ 0.5 M� gives rc ∝ M0.24±0.01

∗ with a
dispersion of ≈0.4 dex. Thus, the scaling is weaker than found by
Yen et al. for Class 0 objects alone, but in good agreement with the
combined sample of Class 0 and I objects.

We caution, however, that although we have seen from the numer-
ical calculation that the sizes of protostellar discs do typically grow
with age and are larger for more massive objects (Section 5.3.1), it
is interesting to note that the cumulative distributions of observed
Class II disc radii and Class 0 disc radii in Figs 26 and 28 do not
appear very different from one another (depending on how incom-
pleteness is accounted for). The implication is that disc radii may
not differ substantially between the Class 0 and Class II phases, but
their masses decrease by factors of 30–300.

6.3 Limitations of the calculation and future directions

The simulation of Bate (2012) from which the disc properties dis-
cussed in this paper were extracted is far from perfect. On the pos-
itive side, it was the first hydrodynamical calculation of star cluster
formation to produce more than 100 stars and brown dwarfs with
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a distribution of stellar masses consistent with the observed stellar
IMF. It also produced realistic fractions of multiple systems and the
properties of those multiple systems are in reasonable agreement
with those of observed multiple systems. However, both radiative
and kinetic feedback (e.g. jets and outflows) from inside sink par-
ticles were neglected. The missing radiative feedback may have a
small effect on the level of fragmentation, although because of the
use of very small sink particles and the fact that only low-mass
stars are produced, Bate (2012) demonstrated empirically that this
effect is likely to be small. Missing outflows are likely to result
in protostellar and disc masses that are higher than they should be
(e.g. Hansen et al. 2012; Krumholz et al. 2012; Federrath et al.
2014; Federrath 2015), but the magnitude of this effect is likely to
be small (∼10–20 per cent) compared to the other uncertainties (i.e.
disc extraction, differences in gas and dust dynamics, etc.).

From the point of view of studying disc properties, apart from the
obvious limitation of size of the sample, the main three limitations
are numerical resolution, the absence of differentiation between gas
and dust, and the absence of magnetic fields. The first two of these
were discussed in detail at the beginning of Section 6. When it comes
to magnetic fields, other than driving outflows, their main effects are
to add additional pressure support and transport angular momentum.
Magnetic pressure support can slow down the star formation rate
by factors of 2–3 compared to hydrodynamical calculations (Price
& Bate 2008, 2009; Wang et al. 2010; Padoan & Nordlund 2011;
Federrath & Klessen 2012; Myers et al. 2014; Federrath 2015), but
its effect on disc properties is unclear. Magnetic angular momentum
transport, however, could have a large effect.

Analytic and numerical calculations under the assumption of
ideal MHD have shown that magnetic braking can stop the formation
of large protostellar discs completely in simple geometries where
the axis of rotation of a core is aligned with a global field that is
anchored at large distances from the centre of the core (Allen, Li
& Shu 2003; Galli et al. 2006; Price & Bate 2007; Hennebelle &
Fromang 2008; Mellon & Li 2008; Duffin & Pudritz 2009; Dapp
& Basu 2010; Li, Krasnopolsky & Shang 2011; Machida, Inutsuka
& Matsumoto 2011; Dapp, Basu & Kunz 2012). However, various
effects can reduce the effectiveness of magnetic braking. If the
magnetic field is misaligned with the rotation axis, this can reduce
the braking (Hennebelle & Ciardi 2009; Joos, Hennebelle & Ciardi
2012; Li et al. 2014). In turbulent clouds, the field and rotation axis
may be naturally misaligned, turbulent reconnection may reduce the
field strengths, and the material at large distances is not static so the
magnetic field lines can also move. These effects all tend to reduce
the effectiveness of magnetic braking (Santos-Lima, de Gouveia Dal
Pino & Lazarian 2012, 2013; Seifried et al. 2012, 2013; Joos et al.
2013; Li et al. 2014), although the discs remain smaller than those
formed without magnetic fields. Finally, the non-ideal MHD effects
of ambipolar diffusion and Ohmic resistivity allow for diffusion of
the magnetic field relative to the matter, and the Hall effect can
cause material to either spin up or spin down depending on the
relative orientation of the magnetic field and the rotation axis (e.g.
Wardle & Ng 1999; Wardle 2007). When large discs are prevented
from forming by magnetic braking in ideal MHD calculations, the
effects of introducing ambipolar diffusion alone are insufficient to
allow the formation of large discs (Duffin & Pudritz 2009; Mellon
& Li 2009; Li, Krasnopolsky & Shang 2011; Dapp, Basu & Kunz
2012; Tomida, Okuzumi & Machida 2015; Tsukamoto et al. 2015b;
Wurster, Price & Bate 2016). Similarly, introducing Ohmic diffusion
only produces small discs unless an anomalously high resistivity is
used (Shu et al. 2006; Krasnopolsky, Li & Shang 2010; Dapp &
Basu 2010; Machida, Inutsuka & Matsumoto 2011; Tomida et al.

2013; Wurster, Price & Bate 2016). The Hall effect seems capable of
producing large discs, but whether a large disc forms or not depends
on the sign of the magnetic field (Krasnopolsky, Li & Shang 2011;
Braiding & Wardle 2012a,b; Tsukamoto et al. 2015a; Wurster, Price
& Bate 2016).

Given the supposed importance of magnetic fields, it may be
surprising that the sizes of the disc produced by the hydrodynamical
calculation analysed in this paper are in relatively good agreement
with those that are observed (Fig. 26). They are certainly not too
large. What does this mean for the role of magnetic fields in disc
formation? The implication is that magnetic fields do not transport
significant angular momentum during protostellar disc formation
and are not important for setting disc sizes. Although some readers
may find this surprising, it may be the case, given that it has already
been shown that turbulence and non-ideal MHD effects (particularly
the Hall effect) can reduce the effects of magnetic braking. Along
these lines, Wurster, Price & Bate (2017) showed that binary star
formation was primarily governed by the initial density and velocity
structure of a molecular cloud core rather than magnetic effects. The
same may be true of disc formation.

Another interesting point from Figs 26 and 28 is that there may
not be much difference between the size distributions of the discs
of observed Class 0 and Class II objects. This is not expected if
the typical Class 0 object is assumed to be much younger than the
typical Class II object and if discs evolve in a pseudo-viscous man-
ner; discs would be expected to get larger with increasing age. One
possibility is that the primary process(es) that drive disc evolution
are not pseudo-viscous in nature. Recent studies have suggested that
accretion in protostellar discs may be driven by the loss of angular
momentum in disc winds rather than by angular momentum trans-
port within the disc itself (Bai & Stone 2013; Simon et al. 2013;
Suzuki et al. 2016; Rafikov 2017; Wang & Goodman 2017). This
would mean that once significant envelope accretion has ceased,
discs may either maintain their radius or decrease in radius with
time, as opposed to increasing in radius from psuedo-viscous evo-
lution.

Future studies will be able to explore the limitations of this calcu-
lation in more detail. However, at present, we conclude that the disc
population produced by this radiation hydrodynamical calculation
of star cluster formation are in surprisingly good agreement with
observed disc properties.

7 C O N C L U S I O N S

We have presented an analysis of the protostellar discs that were
produced by the radiation hydrodynamical calculation of star cluster
formation first published by Bate (2012). This can be thought of as
the first attempt at protostellar disc population synthesis using a
hydrodynamical calculation. Disc evolution around 183 protostars
is followed for up to 90 000 yr, with the typical protostar being
evolved for a few ×104 yr.

We have shown that an enormous diversity of protostellar disc
types and morphologies is to be expected around young proto-
stars. A particular type of system can be formed in a variety of
ways. For example, a binary system with circumstellar discs that
are misaligned with the orbital plane can be produced through the
fragmentation of a laminar cylinder (i.e. filament) that is rotating
about both the major and minor axes, or via fragmentation in a
turbulent environment, or even from two protostars forming sepa-
rately and undergoing star-disc capture (see Sections 3.2 and 4.4).
Discs with varying radial angular momenta profiles (i.e. warped
discs) can be produced either during formation with infall whose
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angular momentum varies with time or by torques from compan-
ions (see Section 3.1). Spiral density waves in discs can be self-
generated via gravitational instabilities (e.g. Section 3.4), or gener-
ated by stellar or planetary companions. In producing the diverse
range of systems, no one mechanism dominates. Cloud/filament
fragmentation, disc fragmentation, star–disc encounters, dynam-
ical processing, accretion, and ram-pressure stripping each play
significant roles.

Detailed observations of an individual system may be able to
determine the processes that currently control its evolution, and
the mechanisms that originally formed the system may be able to
be constrained. But in many cases there will be uncertainty over
how the system originally formed (e.g. it will never be possible
to distinguish whether a particular system formed from laminar or
turbulent initial conditions). In the long term, the question of how
stellar systems form will only be able to be answered statistically
using population synthesis and detailed observations of large sam-
ples. This paper represents a first step in this direction, though it
has severe limitations, including limited resolution, the absence of
magnetic fields and protostellar feedback, and there is no account-
ing for the different dynamical evolution of gas and dust. These
limitations will be reduced in subsequent computations, but for the
moment we have the following conclusions:

(i) A wide diversity of discs is already observed around young
stars, but the calculation discussed here shows that the diversity is
likely to be an even broader in future observations, in particular in
terms of disc morphologies (e.g. discs in multiple systems, warped
discs, eccentric discs, and other non-asymmetric disc structures).

(ii) We find that protostellar discs typically increase in mass
with age up until ≈104 yr, or with protostellar mass up to
M∗ ≈ 0.5 M�. Disc masses typically triple from ages of ≈103

to ≈104 yr. Beyond this age, the typical disc mass stabilizes –
while some discs continue to grow in mass, many decline due to ac-
cretion (driven by gravitational torques), fragmentation, dynamical
interactions (e.g. star-disc encounters), and ram-pressure stripping.
The dependence of disc mass on protostellar mass is roughly lin-
ear (Md ∝ M≈0.85

∗ for single protostars) up to M∗ ≈ 0.5 M�, but
beyond this point the disc mass has no significant dependence on
protostellar mass. There is significant dispersion in these relations,
in excess of 0.6 dex. Much of the dispersion is due to dynamical
interactions between protostars (either in bound systems, or un-
bound encounters). The dispersion of disc masses is significantly
lower for protostars that have never had another protostar closer
than 2000 au.

(iii) Similarly, the characteristic radii of protostellar discs typi-
cally increase with age up until ≈104 yr, or with protostellar mass
up to M∗ ≈ 0.5 M�. The dependencies of disc radii on age or pro-
tostellar mass are much weaker than those for disc mass. Disc radii
typically double from ages of ≈103 to ≈104 yr. Their dependence
on protostellar mass scales as (rc ∝ M≈0.25

∗ ). The dispersion of the
disc radius with protostellar mass is at the level of at least ≈0.4 dex.
As with disc mass, much of this dispersion is due to interactions
with other protostars; the dispersion of disc radii is smaller for pro-
tostars that have never had another protostar closer than 2000 au
(≈0.25 dex). We find that many protostellar discs are small (rc � 20
au), and the fraction of small discs depends on protostellar mass.
As many as 50 per cent of protostars with masses M∗ < 0.1 M�
have small discs, while for protostellar masses M∗ > 0.3 M� the
fraction is ≈10 per cent.

(iv) The typical disc to stellar mass ratios range from Md/M∗ ≈
0.1–2 up to ages of �104 yr, beyond which they tend to decline.

Protostars with masses 0.1 ≤ M∗ < 0.3 M� tend to have higher
disc to protostar mass ratios than either lower mass or higher mass
protostars.

(v) For isolated protostars the typical radial surface density pro-
file is �(r) ∝ r−1. This is flatter than that of the MMSN model
(�(r) ∝ r−3/2), and very few of our discs have density profiles as
steep as the MMSN model.

(vi) We examine the relative orientations of circumstellar discs
in bound protostellar pairs (both binaries and pairs in higher
order systems). We find that the discs in closer systems tend
to be preferentially more aligned, with a strong preference for
alignment at orbital semimajor axes �100 au. The circumstel-
lar discs in binaries tend to be less well aligned than those of
pairs in higher order systems. This is likely because pairs in mul-
tiple systems often originate from disc fragmentation, whereas
binaries frequently originate from either disc fragmentation or
star–disc encounters. The alignment also tends to strength with
increasing age.

(vii) Circumstellar discs in bound protostellar pairs also have a
preference for alignment with the orbit of the pair. Compared to the
disc–disc alignment, we find that the disc–orbit alignment is weaker
in close systems but stronger in wide systems. The evolution with
age is not as strong as with disc–disc alignment.

(viii) In protostellar pairs, sink particle spins, which represent a
combination of the angular momentum of the protostellar and inner
disc (scales �0.5 au), show a similar tendencies for alignment with
each other as the circumstellar discs. However, the difference be-
tween binaries and pairs in higher order multiple systems is greater.
Again this likely reflects the different dominant formation mecha-
nisms.

(ix) The relative orientations between sink particle spins and cir-
cumstellar discs in bound pairs also show a strong preference for
alignment. However, in this case, there is little variation with age,
orbital separation, or the total number of protostars in the system.
Furthermore, the distribution of relative orientation angles is very
similar for isolated protostars. In all cases, around 50 per cent of
protostellars have misalignments between their protostellar and in-
ner disc angular momentum vectors of more than 30◦. The reason
for this seems to be that the outer discs are frequently being reorien-
tated, more quickly than the spins can ‘catch up’ through accretion
from the larger scale disc. This has implications for the formation
of planetary systems whose orbits are misaligned with the spins of
their host stars.

(x) Comparing with observations, we find that the typical disc
masses at ages ∼104 yr are approximately 30–300 times greater than
those of observed discs of Class II protostars (depending on the star-
forming region). The range of disc masses are consistent with the
few existing determinations of Class 0 objects in the literature. The
distribution of radii of the discs from the hydrodynamical simulation
is also similar to those of observed Class II and Class 0 objects. We
find only a weak dependence of disc mass on disc radius.

Despite the absence of magnetic fields, the discs produced in
the radiation hydrodynamical examined in this paper appear nei-
ther ‘too large’ nor ‘too massive’ when compared with the latest
observations of protostellar and protoplanetary discs. The calcu-
lation also produces a reasonable IMF and properties of multi-
ple stellar systems. This indicates not only that magnetic fields
may have a small role to play in the formation of the IMF and
multiple systems, but also that magnetic fields may have much
less of an impact on the initial properties of protostellar discs that
some past studies have suggested. Although disc formation can be
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completely prevented by magnetic braking in idealized calcula-
tions of the collapse of isolated magnetized molecular cloud cores,
over the past 5 yr, various authors have shown that a variety of
processes (i.e. misaligned magnetic fields and rotation axes, turbu-
lence, and non-ideal MHD effects) may work together to alleviate
magnetic braking. Thus, magnetic fields may have less of an impact
on the statistical properties of young protostellar discs than is often
assumed.
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S U P P O RT I N G IN F O R M AT I O N

Supplementary data are available at MNRAS online.

Animation. The animation shows a mosaic of 183 animations, each
of which displays a region with dimensions of 400 × 400 au centred
on one of the protostars (sink particles) that is produced during the
simulation. The colour scale shows the logarithm of column density,
ranging from 1 to 104 g cm−2. The protostars appear in the order in
which they form in the radiation hydrodynamical simulation, and
the animation runs from t = 0.70 to 1.20 tff, which is a period of
95 000 yr. The animation allows the evolution of each protostar and
its disc to be followed.
Circumstellar disc data files. We provide 183 text files, one for
each sink particle, that give the time evolution of the properties of the
protostar and its circumstellar disc. The data necessary to construct
Figs 10–16 and 24 is contained in these files. Their file names are
of the format ‘Disc_AAA_UUUUUUUU.txt’, where ‘AAA’ gives
the number of the sink particle in order of its formation (e.g. ‘001’
or ‘183’, for the first and last sink particles). The number ‘UUU-
UUUUU’ gives the unique particle identification number from the
sphNG simulation. Each line of a file contains 26 numbers delimited
by spaces that give the state of the protostar at one instance in time.
The following information is given: (1) time, (2) time of formation of
the protostar, (3) mass of the protostar, (4) mass of the circumstellar
disc, (5–17) 13 numbers that give the radii that contain 2, 5, 10, 20,
30, 40, 50, 63.2, 70, 80, 90, 95, and 100 per cent of the circumstellar
disc, (18) an integer which is 1 if the protostar has no companion
within 2000 au and 2 if there is at least one companion, (19–21)
three numbers that give the angular momentum of the circumstellar
disc, (22–24) three numbers that give the spin angular momentum
of the protostar, (25) an integer whose absolute value gives the
number of the nearest sink particle if (18) is equal to 2 but zero oth-
erwise, (26) an integer whose absolute value gives the unique parti-
cle identification number of the nearest sink particle. Integers (25)
and (26) are negative if the companion is not bound to the protostar.
Time is given units of

√
(0.1 pc)3/(GM�) = 471 300 yr, masses are

given in M�, radii are given in au. Angular momentum is in units

of
√

(GM3�(0.1 pc).

Data files for bound protostellar pairs. We provide 71 text files,
one for each bound pair of protostars. The data necessary to con-
struct Figs 19–23 is contained in these files. Their file names are of
the format ‘PrAg_AAA_BBB.txt’, where ‘AAA’ and ‘BBB’ give
the numbers of the two sink particles that form the pair. Each line
of a file contains 12 numbers delimited by spaces that give the state
of the pair at one instance in time. The following information is
given: (1) the integer number of sink particles in the system con-
taining the pair, which may be 2, 3, or 4, (2) the age of the oldest
protostar in the pair, (3) time, (4) total protostellar mass of the pair,
(5) the mass of the primary, (6) the semimajor axis of the pair, (7)
the relative orientation angle between the two circumstellar discs,
(8–9) the relative orientation angles between the primary’s disc and
the orbit, and the secondary’s disc and the orbit, (10) the relative
orientation angle between the two protostellar spins, (11–12) the
relative orientation angles between the primary’s disc and its spin,
and the secondary’s disc and its spin. The semimajor axis is given
in au, and all angles are given in degrees.
Data files for protostellar systems. We provide 376 text files,
one for each system of protostars. The data necessary to construct
Figs 17, 18, and 27 are contained in these files. Their file names are
of the format ‘SysDMR_N(_AAA).txt’, where ‘N’ gives the number
of protostars in the system and there is one occurrence of ‘_AAA’
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for each protostar to give the numbers of the sink particles (e.g. Sys-
DMR_1_001.txt or SysDMR_4_117_114_145_137.txt). Each line
of a file contains eight numbers delimited by spaces that give the
state of the system at one instance in time. The following informa-
tion is given: (1) an integer giving the number of protostars in the
system which may be 1, 2, 3, or 4, (2) time, (3) the age of the oldest
protostar in the system, (4) total protostellar mass of the system,
(5) the mass of the primary, (6) the total mass in all of the system’s
discs, (7) the characteristic disc radius that contains 50 per cent of
the total disc mass, (8) the characteristic disc radius that contains
63.2 per cent of the total disc mass. The units are the same as those
used in the other data files.
SPH output files. Finally, the data set consisting of the output
from the calculation of Bate (2012) that is analysed in this pa-
per is available from the University of Exeter’s Open Research
Exeter (ORE) repository and can be accessed via the handle:
http://hdl.handle.net/10871/14881. In addition, the data set consist-
ing of the output from the calculations discussed in appendix B can
be accessed via the handle: http://hdl.handle.net/10871/31266.

Please note: Oxford University Press is not responsible for the
content or functionality of any supporting materials supplied by
the authors. Any queries (other than missing material) should be
directed to the corresponding author for the article.

APPENDIX A

In this appendix we provide some examples of how the disc ex-
traction algorithm that is described in Section 2.3 operates. The
algorithm essentially identifies SPH particles that have would have
ballistic orbits with eccentricities less than 0.3 as belonging to a disc.
Because many of the discs are self-gravitating, the computation of
the ballistic orbit takes into account the mass of previously identi-

fied disc particles that are closer to the protostar than the particle
being considered. Circum-multiple discs are identified for systems
consisting of up to four protostars.

In Fig. A1 we show the discs that are extracted for the compar-
atively simple binary system (21,2) which is also shown in Fig. 3.
The algorithm eliminates most of the surrounding cloud material
and the faint ‘bridge’ of material that lies between the two discs. The
discs have masses of 0.05 M� (3404 SPH particles) and 0.33 M�
(23212 SPH particles), top to bottom. Almost no circumbinary disc
material is identified in this case (0.006 M�, or 426 particles),
and most of this gas is associated with the outer parts of the two
circumstellar discs.

In Fig. A2 we show the discs that are extracted for binary system
(6,13) which has a misaligned circumbinary disc (also shown in
Fig. 2). The algorithm has no problem extracting the disc, even
though the outer part of the disc has a different orientation from the
inner part of the disc. The binary is so close in this case that there
are no circumstellar disc particles. The circumbinary disc mass is
0.49 M� (34 247 SPH particles).

Finally, in Fig. A3 we show the discs that are extracted for the
embedded triple system ((27,19),22) which is also shown in the top-
right panel of Fig. 4. In this case, the circumstellar disc surrounding
protostar number 22 is clearly identified and has a mass of 0.021 M�
(1459 red particles, in the top panel of the second column). Neither
of protostars in the tight pair (27,19) has much of a circumstellar
disc (fewer than 20 particles). Instead, the gas close to the pair is
identified as being circumbinary (0.006 M�, 427 blue particles).
The majority of the disc mass of the triple system is contained in
a large circumtriple disc which has strong spiral arms (0.10 M�,
7167 blue particles). The extraction algorithm does a good job of
differentiating between the circumtriple disc and the surrounding
cloud material.

Figure A1. An example of how the disc extraction algorithm extracts the discs of binary system (21,2) which is also shown in the middle row of Fig. 3. The
panels measure 600 au across. The left-most panel shows all gas SPH particles (red) in a projection through the cloud. The second panel shows the particles that
have been determined to be in circumstellar discs (red) or circum-multiple discs (blue, almost none). The right-hand panels give the associated column-density
plots, using all particles (third panel) and using only disc particles (right-hand panel). The sink particles are shown as black dots. Most of the cloud material
and the ‘bridge’ of material between the two protostars have clearly been removed, leaving only the two circumstellar discs.
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Figure A2. An example of how the disc extraction algorithm extracts the discs of close binary system (6,13) which has two distinct circumbinary discs where
the inner and outer discs are misaligned. This system is also shown in Fig. 2. The panels measure 1000 au across. The left-most panel shows all gas SPH
particles (red) in a projection through the cloud. The second panel shows the particles that have been determined to be in circumbinary discs (blue). The
right-hand panels give the associated column-density plots, using all particles (third panel) and using only disc particles (right-hand panel). The sink particles
are shown as black dots.

Figure A3. An example of how the disc extraction algorithm extracts the discs of triple system ((27,19),22), which is also shown in the top left panel of
Fig. 4. The panels in the upper row measure 1000 au across, while the panels in the lower row measure 4000 au across because particles up to 2000 au from
a protostellar system are tested to determine whether they are part of a disc. The left-most panels show all gas particles (red), while the second row of panels
shows the particles that have been determined to be in circumstellar discs (red, mostly surrounding protostar number 22) or circum-multiple discs (blue). The
sink particles are shown as black dots. The right-hand panels give the associated column-density plots, using all particles (third column) and using only disc
particles (right-hand panels). The cloud material has clearly been removed, leaving only the discs.

APPENDIX B

To investigate the effects of the limited numerical resolution on
the evolution of the discs, we performed two much smaller star
formation calculations at varying resolutions. The first case was
the collapse of a rotating molecular cloud core with an initial
Bonnor–Ebert density profile to form a single protostar with a
disc. The second case was the collapse of a rotating molecular
cloud core with an m = 2 density perturbation to form a binary
system. The methods used to perform these calculations and char-
acterize the disc properties were identical to the methods employed
in the main part of in this paper, including setting the size of the
sink particle accretion radii to 0.5 au.

B1 A single protostellar disc

The initial conditions were a 1-M� spherical molecular cloud core
with a Bonnor–Ebert density profile for which the ratio of density
between the centre and the outer edge of the cloud was 20:1. The

initial radius of the cloud was 4800 au, the initial temperature was
10 K, and the cloud was placed in solid-body rotation with an an-
gular velocity of � = 1.38 × 10−13 rad s−1. This gives ratios of
the thermal and rotational energies to the magnitude of the gravi-
tational potential energy of α = 0.39 and β = 0.010, respectively.
Calculations were performed using 2000, 7000, 2 × 104, 7 × 104

(the resolution of the main calculation), and 2 × 105 SPH particles.
The cloud collapses to form a single protostar with a circumstel-

lar disc that initially has an outer radius of ≈100 au, but grows as
gas with greater specific angular momentum falls in. Fig. B1 shows
some snapshots of the evolution. The disc becomes quite massive
and develops spiral arms but does not fragment. Thus, in addition
to the infall of gas with more specific angular momentum, the disc
grows in size due to the action of gravitational torques from spiral
arms, and the action of numerical viscosity. Fig. B2 shows the evo-
lution of the disc mass versus time for each of the calculations. The
disc grows in mass from t = 40 000 to ≈85 000 yr. Its disc mass then
declines as it accretes on to the central protostar. Lower numerical
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Figure B1. The evolution of the disc with time in calculations of the col-
lapse of a 1-M� rotating Bonnor–Ebert sphere to form a single protostar
with a disc. The calculations are performed using five different numerical
resolutions: Np = 2000, 7000, 2 × 104, 7 × 104, 2 × 105 SPH particles. With
low resolution (Np < 20 000) the spiral arms do not develop and the disc
accretes and spreads much more rapidly. A reasonable level of convergence
is obtained using �2 × 104 particles per solar mass. The main calculation
in this paper uses 7 × 104 particles per solar mass.

resolution gives lower masses throughout the evolution. The discs
grow less rapidly, and their peak masses are lower. As expected,
the discs modelled with lower numerical resolution also accrete
more quickly due to the increased numerical viscosity. The disc
mass evolution shows signs of convergence when using >2 × 104

particles. When using 7 × 104 particles (the resolution used for
the main calculation discussed in this paper), the mass differs from
that obtained using 2 × 105 particles by less than 10 per cent to
t ≈ 200 000 yr. For the calculations using 2 × 104 particles or more,
a change in the slope of the decay can be seen at t ≈ 160 000–
180 000 yr. Before this time, the accretion is primarily driven by
gravitational torques. After this time, the accretion is primarily vis-
cous and, thus, depends on the resolution (the slope is shallower
with higher resolution). Also note that the discs rapidly disappear
when the resolution drops to below ≈400 particles (0.2 M� for
Np = 2000 particles, or 0.06 M� for Np = 7000 particles).

B2 A binary protostellar system

The initial conditions for the calculation of binary formation were
based on those of Boss & Bodenheimer (1979) and Bate et al.
(1995), but with slightly different values. A 1-M� spherical molec-
ular cloud core with a nominal uniform density has an m = 2 density
perturbation applied such that ρ = ρ0[1 + 0.5 cos (2φ)], where ρ0

Figure B2. The evolution of the disc mass with time in calculations of
the collapse of a 1-M� rotating Bonnor–Ebert sphere to form a single
protostar with a disc. The calculations are performed using five different
numerical resolutions: 2000, 7000, 2 × 104, 7 × 104, 2 × 105 SPH particles.
Convergence of the peak disc mass to the level of ≈20 per cent is obtained
using �2 × 104 particles per solar mass. The main calculation in this paper
uses 7 × 104 particles per solar mass. With low resolution the disc mass is
underestimated, and when the number of particles modelling the disc drops
below ∼400 the disc quickly drains away.

is a constant and φ is the azimuthal angle. The initial radius of the
cloud was 5 × 1016 cm, the initial temperature was 12 K, and the
cloud was placed in solid-body rotation with an angular velocity
of � = 8.0 × 10−13 rad s−1. This gives ratios of the thermal and
rotational energies to the magnitude of the gravitational potential
energy of α = 0.39 and β = 0.20, respectively. Calculations were
performed using Np = 7000, 2 × 104, and 7 × 104 SPH particles,
with the latter being the resolution of the main calculation.

The cloud collapses to form an equal-mass binary protostellar
system that has a mildly eccentric orbit. Each protostar has a cir-
cumstellar disc, and there is also a weak circumbinary disc later
in the calculation. Fig. B3 shows some snapshots of the evolution
for each of the three numerical resolutions. In Fig. B4 we plot the
average masses of the two circumstellar discs (extracted using the
same disc extraction method as that used in the rest of this paper)
as a function of time for all three calculations. With fewer SPH
particles, the collapse takes slightly longer and the resulting binary
is slightly tighter. The circumstellar discs are resolved in all calcula-
tions initially, but with the lowest resolution the initial disc masses
(≈0.07 M�) are approximately half those that are obtained in the
other two calculations (≈0.13 M�). Moreover, in the lowest res-
olution calculation each circumstellar disc initially contains only
≈500 SPH particles. These poorly resolved discs quickly evolve
viscously and after ≈50 000 yr of evolution (i.e. at t = 100 000 yr)
the circumstellar discs have almost disappeared. By contrast, using
either Np = 20 000 or Np = 70 000, the disc masses are well resolved
well beyond t = 100 000 yr. Note that the difference in the average
circumstellar disc mass during the period t = 75 000–100 000 yr
between the two highest resolution calculations is primarily due to
the different binary separation (the orbit of the binary is tighter in
the Np = 20 000 calculation than in the Np = 70 000 calculation,
so the circumstellar discs are slightly smaller and less massive after
the first periastron passage). The comparison after t = 103 000 yr
is complicated by the fact that one of the circumstellar discs
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Figure B3. The evolution of a binary system formed from the collapse of a 1-M� rotating molecular cloud core. The calculations are performed using three
different numerical resolutions: 7000, 2 × 104, and 7 × 104 SPH particles. The two highest resolution calculations clearly resolve the circumstellar discs, but
with the lowest resolution the discs are quickly accreted on to the sink particles of the binary.

Figure B4. The time evolution of the average circumstellar disc mass for
the two protostars formed in the binary system depicted in Fig. B3. The
calculations are performed using three different numerical resolutions: 7000,
2 × 104, and 7 × 104 SPH particles. The disc masses have minimums
at the periastron passages of the binary (approximately t = 62 000 and
t = 100 000 yr). The circumstellar disc masses are well resolved for 20 000
SPH particles per solar mass and higher, but with only 7000 SPH particles the
discs quickly accrete on to the sink particles. The difference in the disc mass
at ages t = 75 000–100 000 yr for the two highest resolution calculations is
primarily due to the separation of the binary being slightly smaller when the
calculation is performed using fewer particles.

fragments when using Np = 70 000 (hence the solid line in Fig. B4
is not plotted beyond this point).

B3 Summary of the resolution tests

In both of the resolution tests, it is found that discs modelled by
less than ≈500 SPH particles tend to suffer rapid viscous evolution.
Their masses should, therefore, be treated as lower limits. It is
important to note, however, that none of the protostars studied in

the main calculation of this paper have ages >9 × 104 yr, and most
have substantially younger ages. In the resolution tests, an isolated
disc modelled by 400 SPH particles (i.e. the Np = 2000 calculation)
still has half its peak mass at an age of ≈105 yr, while in the binary
test the circumstellar discs whose peak mass is modelled by ≈400
SPH particles retain half their peak mass to ages of ≈2 × 104 yr (in
the Np = 7000 calculation).

In both of the test calculations, using Np = 7 × 104 SPH particles
per solar mass means that the circumstellar discs last well in excess
of 105 yr. Thus, if similar systems form within the main calculation,
their disc properties should be well characterized. However, the
number of SPH particles that make up a disc depends on the mass
of the disc. The initial masses in the two test calculations range
from 0.4 to 0.13 M�. Only about 10 per cent of the instances of
protostars studied in the main calculation have such high masses,
or about 20 per cent of isolated protostars. Discs with lower masses
will evolve more rapidly.

The time-scale over which a disc accretes also depends on the
size of the disc, which also evolves with time. For an isolated disc,
viscous evolution and/or gravitational torques result in spreading of
the disc as it accretes. The characteristic viscous time-scale for a disc
τ ∼ r2/ν where ν is the kinematic viscosity. The numerical viscosity
scales proportional to the SPH smoothing length, h (Monaghan
1985; Pongracic 1988; Meglicki, Wickramasinghe & Bicknell 1993;
Meru & Bate 2012). For a well resolved disc (in which the vertical
scale height is resolved) h ∝ rN−1/3

p , but for a poorly resolved disc
the scaling will be more like h ∝ rN−1/2

p . Thus, one expects that
the viscous time-scale will scale as τ ∝ rN1/2

p for poorly resolved
discs. Thus, for the same number of SPH particles, smaller discs
will evolve more rapidly than larger discs.

The evolution of the disc also depends on its circumstances. An
isolated disc gets larger as it evolves and, therefore, although the
number of particles decreases, the dependence on radius of the
viscous time-scale lengthens its lifetime. This effect can be seen in
the mass evolution of the Np = 20 000 calculation in Fig. B2 with
the slightly concave shape of the mass versus time curve between
t = 200 000 and 500 000 yr. But for a circumstellar disc in a binary
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system, its outer radius is constrained by the gravitational torques
from the companion (i.e. it is truncated). Thus, for the same initial
state (mass, radius, number of SPH particles), an isolated disc will
last longer than one in a binary (the same way that the viscous disc
of the primary in an unequal-mass binary will last longer than that
of the secondary; Armitage et al. 1999).

Overall, we expect that typical instances of discs in the main
calculation that have masses �0.03 M� (2000 SPH particles) will
be well modelled in terms of both their mass and radius for the
ages of the protostars from the main calculation analysed in this
paper. This is based on the fact that discs in these test calculations
that have this number of particles last well in excess of 105 yr
(e.g. the Np = 7000 case in Fig. B2 and the Np = 20 000 case in
Figs B4). Very small discs in close multiple systems (radii �20 au)

may not survive for long even if they are initially resolved by more
than 2000 SPH particles (because the viscous time-scale scales as
τ ∝ rN1/2

p ). But such small, comparatively massive, circumstellar
discs are apparently rare (cf. Fig. 27, which plots disc mass versus
radius for protostellar systems of all ages). Below ≈0.03 M�,
some discs will have significantly underestimated masses because
they will evolve viscously on time-scales comparable to the ages of
their protostar. This is consistent with the forms of the cumulative
disc mass distributions found in Section 5 of this paper (e.g. Figs 1
and 14), which are found to flatten below this disc mass.

This paper has been typeset from a TEX/LATEX file prepared by the author.
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